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A 

 
 
Executive Summary 

 

pprentices form a large part of gourmet restaurant 
kitchens, and head chefs are obliged to hand down 
knowledge and skills. In the mean time, driving business 
while simultaneously teaching apprentices creates a 

paradox: there is not always time for head chefs to teach and for 
apprentices to learn. Consequently, the master-apprentice setup in the 
context of the gourmet restaurant kitchen holds complex dynamics 
influencing leadership, which often are ambiguous and therefore hard 
to make sense of.  
 
The ambiguity-centred perspective sees leadership as a contradictory 
phenomenon that can be used in different ways by different people. By 
combining the roles of leader, followers and context, the perspective 
offers valuable insights as it focuses on how leadership is interpreted 
and responded to in the ‘messy’ real world. However, this can indeed 
be a difficult task. Hence, three dominant metaphors for leadership are 
presented: head chef as parent, head chef as teacher and head chef as 
commander, helping to explain how leadership is constructed in the 
master-apprentice setup in gourmet restaurant kitchen. Because 
metaphors represent the individual’s construction of reality, it presents 
a more holistic view of the individual combined with the situational 
context of her or his life. Hence, metaphors provide a deeper approach 
to understanding leadership.  
 
To investigate how complex dynamics play out in real life, we have 
chosen to use a case study within the restaurant chain of Cofoco. 
Hence, the majority of data is collected through field studies. In this 
way, we are able to understand how a kitchen truly works from the 
inside. The case study highlights smaller perhaps less significant but 
no less important dynamics that provide results that are valuable. 
Conclusively, we demonstrate that leadership is indeed a complex 
matter. Therefore, leadership means understanding the subtle nuances 
of human interactions in a certain context.  
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Chapter I 
Introduction  
Leadership in gourmet restaurant kitchens has become a phenomenon in itself 

(Ramsay 1998, Bourdain, 2000, Pierre-White 2006, Redzépi, 2009). The world of 

professional chefs, and their kitchens, has largely remained secluded until the recent 

interest in gourmet food, revealed the previously ‘secret’ backstage of professional 

cooking. This is evidenced by the surplus of television shows, magazines and books 

devoted to the preparation of gourmet food. The increase of gourmet restaurants in 

Denmark alone has been so significant that we now have more Michelin starred 

restaurants in Copenhagen, than cities as e.g. Rome and Madrid. The cluster effect of 

having a number of well-renowned restaurants in the same area, in addition to a 

number of TV programs, about celebrity chefs, has added to an intense interest in one 

of the oldest industries. As a result, the general perception of working as a chef has 

changed. Working in gourmet restaurant kitchens has become accepted and respected 

as a deliberate career choice in the same way as careers pursued by academics. 

Although, referred to as a popular subject, one wonders why so little research has 

been conducted in this line of business. Until recent years, scholars have tended to 

focus more on looking through the lens of cooking books than studying the actors 

specialized in professional food preparation. As pointed out, it is one of the oldest 

industries and leadership studies have been done since before Ford and his assembly 

workers.  

However, new insights in the world of the gourmet restaurant kitchen have made it 

apparent that it consists of much more than the head chef. Even though, gourmet 

restaurant kitchens are about driving business, an important part of kitchen life also 

consists of the education of apprentices. Apprentices form a large part of gourmet 

restaurant kitchens, and head chefs are obliged to hand down knowledge and skills1

                                                        
1 Erling Bent Johansen, Head of Education, Copenhagen Hospitality College.  

. 

In the mean time, driving business while simultaneously teaching apprentices creates 
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‘What is leadership, and how is it executed in the context of the master 
apprentice setup in gourmet restaurant kitchens?’ 

 

a paradox: there is not always time for head chefs to teach and for apprentices to 

learn. Consequently, the master-apprentice setup in the context of the gourmet 

restaurant kitchen holds complex dynamics influencing leadership. The ongoing 

process of head chefs and apprentices relating to each other are what creates these 

dynamics, which often are ambiguous and therefore hard to make sense of. This leads 

us to the following question.  

Research question: 
 

 

To study complex dynamics, requires a concept of leadership that views leadership as 

a process as well as recognizing that it does not occur in a vacuum. The ambiguity-

centred approach (Alvesson & Spicer et al., 2011) provides a more holistic 

understanding when studying leadership. When dealing with complex dynamics it is 

important to consider leadership as something that involves the leader, follower and 

the specific context. It is necessary to understand that, leaders and followers construct 

their own sense of leadership, and that the context, in which they operate, has an 

immense impact on the perception of leadership. However, studying leadership from 

an ambiguity-centred approach can be hard to make sense of as it operates with 

multiple aspects trying to demystify the phenomenon of leadership.    

To make sense of complex dynamics, we use the concept of metaphors (Lakoff & 

Johnson 1980, Parry 2008, Spicer & Alvesson 2011). Metaphors help us comprehend 

leadership and have the advantage of tracing out contradictions and tensions in the 

process. The resulting picture is represented by three dominant images of leadership: 

head chef as parent, head chef as teacher and head chef as commander. In other 

words: on the same day leaders will be commanders assembling their brigade to fight 

the enemy (competitors), on that same day, leaders might be school teachers, teaching 

subordinates how to execute tasks as well as handing down knowledge and skills, on 

that same day, leaders might be parents, appraising their subordinates for a job well 

done. These are all metaphors for leadership roles.  

Because metaphors represent the individual’s construction of reality, it presents a 

more holistic view of the individual combined with the situational context of her or 
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his life. Hence, the concept provides a deeper approach to understanding leadership in 

the master-apprentice setup in gourmet restaurant kitchens.  

Delimitation 
This thesis seeks to explore leadership, exclusively in the master-apprentice setup in 

gourmet restaurant kitchens. Through an ambiguity-centred perspective we 

acknowledge the limitations of trying to demystify the phenomenon of leadership 

from a single perspective due to simplistic reasons. When studying leadership, in this 

particular setup, it becomes apparent that there are other factors influencing 

leadership.  

Although, the gourmet restaurant kitchen consists of more than head chefs and 

apprentices, e.g. sous-chefs, and regular chefs, we have avoided discussing them in 

depth. In our study, we did not experience their role as being significant in the 

construction of leadership in the master- apprentice setup. Hence, we did not believe 

that an in-depth analysis of their role would add significant value to our purpose of 

study. 

Geographically speaking, the empirical study is limited to a Danish context, meaning 

that all the empirical data collection and interviews were conducted in Copenhagen 

Denmark. From a leadership perspective, the data can be considered to be 

internationally valid, due to the unique nature of kitchen work which is universal 

(Orwell 1933, Bocuse 1982, Fine 1996, Ramsay 1998, Caroll 2008, Redzepi 2009).  

Background 
As students of leadership and management, we were fascinated about the unique 

opportunity to explore leadership in the context of a gourmet restaurant kitchen. As 

previously mentioned, leadership studies in this line of business is a scarcely 

researched subject, therefore making it a particularly interesting subject to study. 

Initially, we aimed for studying leadership solely from an apprentice perspective, but 

as our research proceeded, we moved away from our primary perspective towards an 

ambiguity-centred approach. This particular change, in perspective, made this shift 

the most fruitful for the outcome of our work. 
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Definitions of key words and concepts 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ambiguity:  

Exists when the meaning of a situation or an event 

is unclear or confused and is therefore open to a 

variety of interpretations  

    (Watson, 2006) 

 

 

 

Ambiguity-centred perspective:  

Views leadership as a contradictory phenomenon that 

can be used in different ways by different people. It 

focuses on how leadership is actually done, interpreted 

and responded to in the messy real world  

(Alvesson & Spicer, 2011)   

 

 

 

Metaphor: 

A comparison that shows how two things that are 

not alike in most ways are similar in another 

important way  

    (Lakoff, 1980) 

 

 

 

 

Root Metaphor:  

A fundamental perspective or viewpoint based on a 

supposition of similarity of form between mental 

concepts and external objects which though not factually 

supportable determines the manner in which an 

individual structures his knowledge   

    (Merriam Webster). 
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Chapter II 
Methodology 
Ontological and epistemological considerations 
 
‘I look for ambiguity when I’m writing because life is ambiguous’ 

- Keith Richards (Rolling Stones) 

Social science is not exact, and there is no unanimously acknowledged truth. What we 

know as the truth is a construction by interaction and it is a subjective entity. Material 

items do exist independently of us, but meaning of concepts, words or actions cannot 

be objectively defined. People make sense and give reason through interaction 

(Andersen, 2005). This social constructivist statement is the foundation in the 

ambiguous-centred perspective on leadership (Spicer & Alvesson et al., 2011). Hence, 

when dealing with concepts as leadership the ambiguous-centred perspective becomes 

especially important, as leadership does not exist independently of people or context. 

In other words, leadership is a process between people through action in a specific 

context. Therefore, when studying kitchens it is pertinent to look at the social 

constructivist idea. Organizations including kitchens do not exist as solely physical 

places. The interaction between people, as well as the place where it plays out, creates 

the organization as a whole (Watson, 2006).  

Alvesson and Spicer (2011) argue that because of the ambiguity in everyday life, 

making sense of the contradictions and tensions in leadership is easier understood 

through metaphors. They base their work on an inductive approach when looking at 

which metaphors are useful in understanding how people frame and perceive the 

enactment of leadership. Hence, in their work, they demonstrate how various 

metaphors are in fact socially generated.  

Research design 
To investigate how complex leadership dynamics play out, between head chefs and 

apprentices in the setting of the gourmet restaurant kitchen, we have chosen to use a 

case study within the restaurant chain of Cofoco to be able to understand how a 

kitchen works from the inside. Hence, we base some of the data on ethnographic 

methods through field studies. In our study, we actively participated in kitchen work 
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while observing in the process. Furthermore, we conducted semi-structured interviews 

(Gillham, 2005) with apprentices, chefs and head chefs to expand our understanding 

of the leadership dynamics.  

Because of time limitations and accesses to data, we have limited the scope of 

analysis to restaurant kitchens Spuntino and restaurant Numéro 64. These two 

kitchens were selected in collaboration with the executive team from the following 

two criteria: kitchens with the largest amount of apprentices employed and a 

cooperative head chef sponsoring the project. However, we are clearly aware that this 

is only a sample of the many kitchens within Cofoco. Our experiences are not 

automatically representative of all the kitchens as the interaction between head chefs 

and apprentices change constantly and may be different in different kitchens. Finally, 

what we observed and how we interconnected to it depends on our own 

understanding.  

Case study 
The case study provides the possibility to get a more holistic view of a phenomenon. 

Studying leadership requires a more context-specific consideration and this is what a 

case study can provide (Yin, 2003: 13). The case study will be less generalizable but 

it broadens our understanding of this complex matter. The case study highlights 

smaller perhaps less significant but no less important dynamics and can provide 

results that are particularly rewarding (James, 2007). What can be useful of the 

approach is that when surveys or an experiment cannot completely tell the complexity 

of nature causal links in real life, a case study can explain these instead. This 

methodology provides a more in-depth insight and can be more useful for our purpose 

of study. The use of case studies can be based on six distinct sources of evidence. 1) 

Documentation, 2) Interviews, 3) Direct observations, 4) Archival records, 5) 

Participant-observation 6) Physical artefacts (Yin, 2003: 86).  We have decided to 

combine multiple of these sources to increase the validation of the studies, and have 

made use of all source mentioned except from physical artefacts. 

Acknowledging that real differences distinguish Spuntino and Numéro 64, our goal is 

to explore similarities among leadership dynamics. Therefore, we downplay the 

elements that divide them, preferring to generalize from the two cases rather than to 

use each kitchen as a representative of its own. The kitchen in Numéro 64 certainly 
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had a more profound aesthetic orientation than that of Spuntino, but what impressed 

us were the many similarities when it came to leadership. For this reason, we feel it is 

justifiable to combine findings from each kitchen in a single argument.  

Studying leadership  
The case study, of the restaurant chain of Cofoco, shows how leadership is perceived 

and enacted in gourmet restaurant kitchens. Through participant observations and 

interviews with apprentices, chefs and head chefs, we sought to reveal how dynamics 

influencing leadership played out. Moreover, through our observation and participant 

studies of restaurant Numéro 64 and Spuntino we were able to observe leadership in 

action, during prep, service and off time. By exploring the case study from an 

ambiguity-centred perspective combining leader, followers and context, we aim for a 

holistic approach when studying leadership enacted in gourmet kitchens.  

Studying leadership through metaphors 
As part of studying how leadership in kitchens is perceived and understood, we 

conducted observations as well as interviewed all apprentices, chefs and head chefs. 

Through the words and behaviour expressed, our goal was to gain insight in how 

leadership is constructed in the master-apprentice setup. We paid particular attention 

to metaphorical expressions that can be considered as underlying worldviews shaping 

individual’s understanding of a given context or situation (Alvesson & Spicer, 2011).  

Through questions on how leadership, in the master-apprentice setup, is perceived by 

head chefs, chefs and apprentices respectively, our goal was to gain insights into how 

they each construct leadership. Moreover, through our observations on how 

apprentices and head chefs acted in different situations, we sought to enhance the 

leadership dynamics going on in the kitchen context.   

Selection of case 
The primary idea for our thesis came from our common interest in gastronomy and 

through the significant development in the culinary gourmet industry throughout the 

last decade. As leadership students, the recently secluded backstage of gourmet 

restaurants kept surfacing as a prime example when discussing questionable 

leadership. Nevertheless, this particular context has scarcely been the pivotal point 

when studying leadership, thus making it particularly interesting from an academic 
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perspective. Simon’s background as a trained chef, with a degree from Copenhagen 

Hospitality College, gave us further insights reassuring us that this was indeed an 

exciting field of study. With more than 10 years of work experience within the 

business, he has the background knowledge of how these types of kitchen 

organizations works. This particular insight in the industry made it possible for us to 

determine whether a certain restaurant fulfilled our requirements of being a gourmet 

restaurant kitchen or not. The context of a gourmet restaurant kitchen was deliberately 

chosen because of the fact that this type of kitchen holds a high level of ambition. All 

things equal, holding a high level of ambition demands more on behalf of leaders and 

followers working in these types of kitchens.  

We initially decided to approach a handful of restaurants, which seemed to perfectly 

fit our purpose of study: a gourmet style of food, holding a certain level of ambition 

and having a significant amount of apprentices among the staff. Among the handful of 

desired case studies was the restaurant chain Cofoco, which was of especially great 

interest, as it, not only met our requirements completely, but also had particularly 

many restaurants, which meant easy access to more kitchens at once. Furthermore, 

they presented a proposal, which included us presenting our findings to the leadership 

team, contributing to leadership development of head chefs. Moreover, we were asked 

to host ‘apprentice day’ (the next event coming up this fall), which is done twice a 

year. Cofoco recently initiated ‘apprentice day’ in regards to strengthen the 

relationship between apprentices as well as offering a forum to share experiences.  

Thus, we decided only to work with Cofoco because of the possibility to actually 

make use of our findings in practice.  

The Cofoco Deal 
By focusing on three perspectives, when addressing dynamics influencing leadership, 

it made it apparent that our subject was of vast interest. Surprisingly many restaurants 

expressed interest in the project. Not focusing solely on the head chef but also 

including the role of followers and context especially caught their attention.     

Cofoco quickly responded to our request for conducting our study within their chain 

of restaurants. Other well-established gourmet kitchens seemed interesting to us, but 

we had a strong belief that Cofoco would be more likely to provide us with the right 

scope for conducting our study. After having explained, the purpose of our project in 
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an e-mail to Cofoco, Leadership Development Consultant, Christian Ingemann wrote 

us back proposing a meeting. We accepted and met him at Cofoco’s newly established 

headquarters on Gammel Kongevej. We presented our ideas as well as how we would 

go about realizing them. Before the meeting, Christian had discussed our project with 

the executive team who all found it interesting, hence willing to sponsor the project. 

To our advantage, the Cofoco executive team made it clear that they did not want us 

to ‘stroke’ them the right way. What they wanted was a critical outlook so the study 

could be of use to them in the quest for professionalizing their business. This made 

the basis for our study particularly favourable as we were granted full support as well 

as there was no demands constraining the project.   

Another interesting aspect for choosing Cofoco was that the company, during a short 

period, had grown substantially as a business. Consequently, the owners have started 

to look at the corporate world in regards to organize and professionalize their 

business. Among other things, this has resulted in a substantial amount of restaurant 

managers and head chefs attending the Hotel and Restaurant Academy by Asnæs & 

Vangstrup2

We quickly decided on a framework agreement that would both guide the project as 

well as outline what could be gained from the project. Cofoco’s many different 

gourmet restaurant kitchens gave us the possibility to conduct two case studies within 

the unique case of Cofoco. As earlier mentioned the two kitchens were chosen in 

collaboration with the executive team in order to fulfil our criteria. After laying down 

the terms for the project, we agreed on the scope of observations and interviews. We 

proposed to do two participant observations in each kitchen. Kitchens are usually 

busier around the weekend, so we wanted to broaden our understanding of the context 

. On this account, the angle of the study added to the attractiveness. 

Although Christian Ingemann champions leadership training programs, he questions 

the usefulness of some of the courses, as they are not ‘tailored’ specifically to the 

setting of the gourmet kitchen. As mentioned before, academic literature on 

leadership in kitchens is scarce. Ideas are therefore borrowed from other disciplines. 

Furthermore, Ingemann expressed great interest in our approach that greatly focuses 

on apprentices. Apprentices form more than half of kitchen staff, but their importance 

is often neglected when mapping out kitchen dynamics.  

                                                        
2 http://www.asnaes-vangstrup.dk 

http://www.asnaes-vangstrup.dk/�
http://www.asnaes-vangstrup.dk/�
http://www.asnaes-vangstrup.dk/�
http://www.asnaes-vangstrup.dk/�
http://www.asnaes-vangstrup.dk/�
http://www.asnaes-vangstrup.dk/�
http://www.asnaes-vangstrup.dk/�
http://www.asnaes-vangstrup.dk/�
http://www.asnaes-vangstrup.dk/�
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by choosing a weekday shift and a weekend shift. Additionally it was important to us 

to be able to work whole shifts, in order to be part of all aspects of kitchen work.  

We chose to conduct the interviews after our observations. This was significant, as we 

wanted the interviewees to talk freely. All things equal, it is easier to establish a trust 

relationship with people you ‘already’ know. Furthermore, Simon’s background as a 

chef helped us in establishing this trust relationship going into the interview process. 

We used questions solely as guidelines in order not to structure interviews in a certain 

way. Our main objective was to get their perception of aspects about leader, followers 

and context. All interviews were mainly based on the same questions, taped and 

subsequently transcribed.  

Both observations and interviews took place in April 2011. The interviews took place 

where time and space allowed for privacy. All interviewees within the two kitchens, 

were informed that all interviews were treated confidentially securing them that their 

names would not appear in public. Therefore, all names featured in the project have 

been altered in order to secure privacy. Initial contact to the two kitchens was made 

through the head chefs. Short meetings took place, prior to the observations and 

interviews in order to introduce us as well as roughly explain our purpose of study. 

We participated in the daily work and had multiple informal talks with apprentices, 

head chefs and chefs in the process. We took notes and transcribed these, at the 

earliest convenience, to have a fresh memory of what they had said and done.  

Collection of data 
We have used both primary and secondary data in our thesis. Primary data has been 

gathered through ethnographic studies via participant observations. In addition, 

primary data has been gathered through interviews with Cofoco employees and 

people holding valuable information about the gourmet food industry. Secondary data 

has been obtained through articles, books and business reports on the restaurant 

business and professional gourmet kitchens. 

As previously stated, our thesis sets out to explore dynamics and therefore we choose 

to apply a qualitative method. When studying dynamics, in gourmet kitchens, the 

focal point is on perceptions and how leadership is constructed as a process between 

leader, follower and context. Therefore, qualitative data have been the prime source. 
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However, quantitative data have also been used to broaden our understanding of the 

industry as a whole.   

An ethnographic approach  
When understanding complex dynamics it is pertinent to look at the organization in 

regards to culture and behaviour. Immersing into the particular work is generally a 

fruitful approach because it broadens the understanding of language, concepts, beliefs, 

rules and so forth. Via ethnographic methods, we aim to describe the kitchen as we 

have experienced it (Geertz, C. 1973). We wish to exemplify the social reality of 

workers in regards to the dynamics influencing leadership through the analysis of our 

own experience in the sphere of others.        

Choosing the method of the unique case study required us to involve ourselves in the 

kitchen culture in order to portray dynamics in regards to leadership as precise as 

possible. In order to understand the environment and to ask the right questions, we felt 

this was the most accurate way to undertake this study. Considering the time and 

accessibility available, we were successful in obtaining information as well as getting 

an understanding of how specific dynamics played out in the setting of the gourmet 

kitchen.  

Participant observations 
Generally, the only people who enter a kitchen to take notes are health and hygiene 

inspectors or assessors of some kind. We needed the kitchen staff to see us as part of 

the kitchen as opposed to being outsiders. Therefore, we proposed to wear the same 

uniforms as the apprentices. Our initial thought was that it would be easier to blend 

into the setting of the kitchen if we actually looked like the staff. All things equal, 

acting and resembling the role of the apprentice would lessen our presence as 

‘intruders’. 

Being granted access to the two restaurant kitchens, ‘acting’ as apprentices, gave us 

the advantage of understanding the workflow and the subtle things going on. Working 

alongside kitchen staff increased our comprehension of how things were done and 

how practices were conducted. This opportunity to experience ourselves in the sense 

of apprenticeship: to be part of daily routines, take part in kitchen conversations and 

experience leadership firsthand was very important. Furthermore, participating in the 
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actual work gave us the chance to socialize with the staff before and after work. We 

participated in cleaning vegetables, rinsing fish, preparing meat etc. everything that 

has to do with preparation for service. We also took part in stocking produce. We 

worked with all apprentices and shared the assignment between us. When service 

came, we took a more observing role because we did not want to be in their way. 

Therefore, we acted more as runners, getting more vegetables, berries, soup etc. 

We managed to get very interesting information, through conversations, during the 

long shifts. Through the observations, we assessed how the apprentices and the head 

chef interacted with each other and with the whole staff in general. It was a method to 

explore: how much they were aware of their own actions, their behaviour towards 

others and how this was interpreted.  

The most noticeable pitfalls when doing participant studies are the biases the 

researcher has or develops throughout the period of observation (Yin, 2003:90). 

Though Simon has much experience working in kitchens, we went into Cofoco with 

no clear knowledge of what was going to happen. In the meantime, his background 

was an issue we discussed, as it cannot be ignored. We were aware that it would play 

a part in interpreting data. For that reason, it was essential for Simon to have in mind 

that this was indeed an object of study in order to try to distance him from prior 

experiences, when possible. Moreover, it is important to emphasize that the purpose 

of participation is research and that this role always take precedence over that of the 

participant (Pole & Lampard, 2002: 86). At times, we experienced that it was easy to 

be engulfed in the actual work trying to help the, at times, struggling apprentices. The 

fact that we were two participant observers made it possible to keep workflow 

constant while simultaneously observing in the process. This helped us to gain trust, 

as at least one of us was constantly part of the work force struggling together with the 

staff.  

Concurrently, while we tried to balance the roles of researcher and worker the 

dichotomy between our dual roles of worker and researcher became apparent 

(Spradley, 1980, cited in James, 2007). Often this was indeed a difficult choice. 

Sometimes we did not know whether to continue the conversation as co-workers, to 

see what would be revealed, or to intervene as researcher with questions to bring out 

responses. There were times when both incidents occurred, when we intervened and 
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when we did not. However, we can never be sure as to whether the most appropriate 

choice was made, as the data we collected only reflects the decision made in that 

instance. In the same way, Hammersley and Atkinson (1995, cited in James, 2007) 

argue that we too as researchers occupy particular locations: what we observe, what 

we record, and how we interpret it will be influenced by these.  

When doing observations, ethical dilemmas can evolve. Pole & Lampard (2002) 

refers to this as openness versus deception. This relates to the extent to which the 

researcher is open and honest about his/her role as well as to what the research will be 

used for. It is pertinent to be aware of what to look for and how to look. At all times, 

we explained the ‘true’ purpose of our project, expressing that we were not looking 

for a case of bad leadership. Contrary, we were interested in the interactions among 

staff instead. Furthermore, Pole & Lampard (2002) argue that the researcher, 

sometimes, needs to pause and make an effort to see the possible consequences of 

what is proposed from the perspective of those who are to be the focus of the 

research. Issues did present themselves in regards to our collaboration with the 

executive team of Cofoco. For that reason, we told them that we would not present 

confidential findings that would put our subjects of study out on a limb.  

Interviews 
By using semi-structured interviews, we leave the questions as open as possible, 

though with some sort of structure. This gives a strong element of discovery, while its 

structured focus allows for an analysis in terms of commonalities (Gillham, 2005: 72). 

Overall, interviews are an essential source of case study evidence because most case 

studies are about human affairs’ (Yin, 2003: 92). Interviews are a way to reveal 

personal opinion from the members of an organization. All our interviews were based 

on a few prepared questions that were used as guidelines for what the big lines of the 

interview were to be. Therefore, these kinds of interviews are classified as semi-

structured, open-ended (Andersen, 2005: 167). 

Our choice of conducting interviews as a primary source of information, together with 

participant observations, was because we wanted to obtain a firsthand impression of 

the participants. Unlike a survey, where written questions might induce shorter and 

less in-depth answers, we had the opportunity to ask follow-up questions and have the 

interviewees elaborate on their answers. Furthermore, at the time we did not feel sure 
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about formulating survey questions as precise as we wanted and therefore the semi-

structured character of interviews was a better match with the state of knowledge 

about the research. Conducting a survey would have required an idea of what type of 

answers we were looking for to be able to generate them precise enough. 

Additionally, doing interviews was an appropriate approach because we are not 

searching for a universal and generalizable truth but rather providing the context 

necessary to recognize individuals’ drivers’, motives and behaviours (Andersen, 

2005). 

Furthermore, we did semi-structured interviews with several people holding valuable 

information within the industry. Again, we wanted their story for background 

knowledge about the context. For background material3

                                                        
3 Summary of interviews are available in transcripts from appendix 13-19 

, we interviewed the following 

people: 

Rene Bolvig: 
Restauranteur, 
Manager - Moltkes 
Palæ. 

 

Erling B. Johansen: 
Chief of Education - 
Copenhagen 
Hospitality College. 

 

Marianne Kragh:   
Chief Consultant, 
Education - Dansk 
Erhverv 

 

Christian Ingemann: 
Consultant, Leadership 
and Management - 
Cofoco 

 

Interviewees  
Background Material 

Gry Asnæs: Founder, 
Management programs 
for the hospitality 
business - Asnæs & 
Vangstrup Advice. 

Mads Roesgaard:   
Professional chef,    
Co-owner of Catering 
firm - MadAroma. 

 

Jette Slagslunde: 
Academic Secretary, 
Hotel & Restaurant 
Union - 3F 
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Root metaphor analysis 
After the transcription of the interviews and observations, which resulted in more than 

a hundred pages of text (appendices 1-12), we needed a theory of analysis to make 

sense of the huge amount of information. We have chosen a root metaphor analysis in 

order to determine themes that would allow us to match our findings with each other. 

The metaphor analysis is helpful for the researcher to discover recurring trends in the 

chosen subjects as it focuses on particular patterns and word or meaning (Hurberman, 

1994:246). Root metaphors were identified from transcripts, through a semantic 

sorting process, and background material in which coherent patterns or clusters of 

meaning emerged around specific metaphorical expressions and shared 

understandings. However, there are issues when undertaking a root metaphor analysis. 

A central point when doing qualitative research is related to the idea of how we 

interpret things. We are interpretive when enacting, but also in our understanding of 

the actions of others. We give meaning to the world, we engage in cultural practices, 

which are defined by a shared way of interpretation (Dey, 1993: 2). Here language is 

a pertinent aspect when talking about the ways in which people make sense of our 

experiences and how we order them. Wittgenstein (1922) expresses this by noting, 

‘The limits of my language mean the limits of my world’. This draws the interest to 

the thought of ‘language forms’ and the important role they play in the sense making 

of interviews as well as observations.                                                                       

The reasoning behind the root metaphor analysis is to understand and give meaning to 

the discourse created amongst humans, and according to Fairhurst (2008), discursive 

approaches emphasize the reflexive agency of actors through their accounts and 

attributions (Fairhurst, 2008: 512). As one of the key basics for precise root metaphor 

analysis, themes need to be put in order according to clear criteria. Themes must meet 

three criteria in order to become relevant and identifiable in discourse. (1) Recurrence, 

refers to the same thread of meaning, in different words, coming up in different parts 

of the data being analyzed. (2) Repetition, refers to the same word, phrase, or 

sentence, representing an idea or concept, occurring in multiple places and (3) 

forcefulness, refers to the emphasis given to a particular idea to show its importance 

or the intensity of the speaker/writer’s feeling (Owen, 1984:275). Thus, transcribing 

the observation notes and interviews enabled us to highlight or underline relevant 
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phrases, words or paragraphs 

that matched well with the 

indentified themes. The process 

is explained in the figure on the 

right4

Validity & Reliability  

: 

The quality of the research 

design can be judged four 

factors: (1) construct validity, 

(2) internal validity (3) external 

validity (4) reliability. In other 

words: ‘is the study’s research 

design characterized as relevant and proper, is the analysis correct, is the conclusion 

valid for other cases than the one presented, and finally can readers actually rely on 

the author’s findings’ (Yin, 2003:34).  

As mentioned earlier, we have made use of multiple sources of evidence to construct 

our case study: archival, documentation, records, interviews, and participant-

observations. Thereby, the validity of our case is increased because we have derived 

the information from numerous sources, which made it possible to reject or verify our 

findings. Regarding the interviews, we recorded all of them and fully transcribed the 

ones exactly related to our case studies, while the interviews used for background 

purposes were resumed. This includes what we refer to as direct quotes, which are the 

expressed opinion of the interviewee. In transcribing the interviews, we made it 

possible for other researchers to validate our work as they can look into what we base 

our interpretations on. 

Our interviews were all open-ended, semi-structured. We encouraged the interviewees 

to fully use their own words, expressing their own feelings and opinions. We 

structured the interviews so that the interviewees could do the talking and we only 

asked follow-up questions when we wanted them to elaborate on certain issues. Our 

                                                        
4 For original framework see Smith & Eisenberg (1987:371). 

 

Expressions: 

• ‘We are like a close-knit family’ 
• ‘Sometimes they are like little children’ 
• ‘Don’t let him fool you, he can be really hard’ 

Shared understanding: 

• Caring: Available, Sensitive, Warm, 
Emotionally open 

• Strict: Setting limitations, Strict moral bounds, 
Tough 

Leadership entailment: Raising a Family 

Root metaphor: Head Chef as Parent 

          (Example taken from chapter V) 
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analysis therefore rests on these comments and our interpretation of these in relation 

to our theoretical perspective. Additionally, we also took notes during the participant 

observations, which were made into a coherent whole as soon as possible. 

When using ethnographic methods, we are well aware that we as researchers 

influence our surroundings. The biggest objection to ethnographic studies is the bias 

we as researcher obviously hold (Yin 2003:11). When putting our finding into words, 

our choice of phrasing matters significantly in regards to the complete picture 

presented to the reader. Our choice of recording and interpretation of the observations 

made it possible for us to control and describe the case so that it would best fit our 

purpose. However, this was never our intention. On the contrary, we have sought to 

verify our observations with other members of Cofoco to substantiate their value. As 

Yin (2003) notes, one should not solely rely on personal opinion and therefore use 

multiple gathering techniques.  

We chose to conduct observations and interviews in more than one kitchen to make 

our findings more valid because of the option of comparison and possible similarities. 

Furthermore, this allowed for a broader understanding of the work in professional 

gourmet kitchens, because the data can be tested against one another, making 

differences and similarities come into sight. 
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Chapter III 
Literature review 

In this section, we review literature on leadership, metaphors and apprenticeship. As 

earlier mentioned, little empirical work has been done investigating leadership in the 

master-apprentice setup in gourmet restaurant kitchens. Unfolding these theoretic 

concepts provide us with a more adequate understanding of how leadership in the 

master-apprentice setup plays out. Additionally, it provides us with the necessary 

‘tool box’ for analysing leadership in this particular setup. 

Leadership Theories 
‘Leadership is a tricky concept...  it has multiple meanings and cannot easily be specified’

         - Alvesson & Spicer (Leadership Scholars) 

In light of that leadership is not an exact science it is difficult to fully understand what 

constitutes successful from unsuccessful leadership. Due to its complex nature, 

various approaches have originated in trying to understand the phenomenon (e.g. Bass 

1985, Shamir 1997, Yukl 1999, Popper 1999, Weick 1995), which all try to shed light 

on real life situations.  

Leaders  
When discussing leadership it seems reasonable to begin with focusing on the leader. 

The overpowering interest in leadership, to this day, is still highly concerned with the 

leader (Shamir, et. al, 2007). The leader-centred perspective entertains the idea of the 

leader as the independent variable. One of the first contemporary attempts to express a 

theory of leadership seems to be of Thomas Carlyle, who ascribes leadership to the 

leader himself. He believed that the one, who leads the masses, creates history and 

society (Popper, M. 2004). Early research (e.g. Lewin & Lippitt 1938) also tends to 

focus on the qualities of a person, which distinguished leaders from non-leaders. It 

states that leaders are born and not made. The focus on qualities and distinguishing 

leaders from non-leaders nevertheless indicated certain implications because of its 

simplified way of looking at leadership. The belief of traits, that a given leader should 

distinguish successful leaders from non-successful leaders, proved to be insufficient, 

as scholars realized that other variables were in play (Jackson, B. et al, 2008:23). This 
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Trait theory shifted in the 1940s, to the examination of what is called Behavioural 

theory, which takes the opposite view that leaders are made and not born. It looks at 

what the leader does, and emphasises that certain skills can be developed, which 

implies that the leader can get better (Avolio, 2005:3). Avolio further argues that the 

made side accounts for far more than 50 percent of the equation.  

In his study on Xerox, Bass (1999) states that few managers depend mainly on 

legitimate power. Few people lead by transactional leadership, depending on 

contingent reward and management by exception (Bass, 1999). Other studies done by 

Bass showed that managers who behave like transformational leaders, being 

inspirational, visionary, and enforcing intellectual stimulation, were more likely to be 

seen as satisfying and effective leaders by others. Using the quantitative MLQ 

(Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire) Bass found that those acting in a 

transformational manner had better relationships with their superiors and subordinates 

and made more of a contribution to the organization (Bass,1999). It is important to 

mention that Bass not solely draws on transformational factors, as inspiration, 

intellectual stimulation, individual consideration, but he also incorporates 

transactional components. In other words, as the old mantra says, ‘transactional 

leadership is necessary, but not sufficient’ (Jackson, B. et al, 2008:31).                                                                                                                         

However, transformational leadership seems to have certain limitations in regards to 

the complete understanding of leadership as a phenomenon. Too much emphasis is 

placed on the top leader, not taking into account the broader range of leadership 

behaviours and interactions with followers. Another critique, in regards to this, is the 

tendency for some scholars to engage in insufficient examination of the reasons for 

the loss of transformational attribution (Jackson, B. et al, 2008:32). Moreover, 

inadequate focus on the learning aspect from failure in the transformational 

leadership, would give an inexact impression (Bass, 1997). In relation to this, Yukl 

(1999) also indentifies a weakness in the absence of the specification of significant 

behaviours and ambiguity about other transformational behaviours.  

Charismatic leadership, which by many scholars is thought of as a sibling or a 

component of transformational leadership, is yet another essential aspect of leadership 

that needs to be clarified. The essence here is the ability for a charismatic leader to 

influence the motivation and response of followers. For that reason, most research on 
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charismatic leadership has been focusing on the leaders’ behaviours and the effect on 

followers as respectively independent and dependent variables. Shamir (1992) further 

contributes to the field by highlighting that charismatic leadership has its effects by 

heightening the self-concept of followers. These types of followers generate higher 

self-esteem, self- confidence and personal identification with the particular leader. 

Hence, when studying charisma in leadership, it is not enough to look at how the 

leader displays charisma, but one also needs to look at how the followers interpret this 

charisma. Charismatic leadership is about the whole context, including identity, socio-

cultural context, leader-behaviour and follower-behaviour (Shamir, 1992).                                                                                                                                                                                 

The strength of charismatic leadership style can be explained by the usefulness in 

difficult times or circumstances as for instance in an urgent organizational turnaround. 

Moreover, the values that the charismatic leaders hold are highly important. If these 

are well intentioned towards other people, they can elevate and transform an entire 

company (Jackson, B. et al, 2008:35). Therefore, scholars argue that transformational 

leaders (visionary and charismatic) can be favourable in situations where 

organizations are undergoing changes. They can embody the changes being made and 

thereby envision the process, symbolically easing the understanding of change in the 

eyes of the subordinates (Graen, G., & Uhl-Bien, M. 1995), exemplified by people 

like Gordon Ramsay and Jamie Oliver. These leaders represent larger-than-life 

personalities and figure as a kind of Gurus not only in the organization, but also in the 

surrounding societies. Among others, a strong point of this particular leadership style 

is the ability to energize followers with a special and convincing vision. Significant to 

stress here is the followers’ high degree of identification with the leader, however, 

this type of leadership style has certain disadvantages, including the tendency of 

gathering weak ‘yes-men’, resulting in a poor delegation (Jackson, B. et al. 2008:34). 

Consequently, charismatic leadership is a fine balance as a direction towards 

narcissism is possible resulting in the lack of accountability and loss of the sense 

reality (Jackson, B. et al, 2008:39).  

In the wake of this narcissistic approach to leadership, the twenty-first century has 

fostered an approach somewhat different. People like Joseph Badaracco (2002) talk 

about the rise of the ethical, anti-charismatic leader. He distances himself from the 

notion of focusing on the charismatic leader archetype to a more modest 

understanding of leadership. He champions leadership as something going on at all 
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levels in an organization, hence redirecting focus away from celebrating the heroic 

leader. This post heroic approach to leadership is questionable because it can lead to a 

generalization of leadership. In other words, if almost anything and everything is seen 

as leadership, then what is leadership?  

This overall leader-centred approach though has certain limitations. Too much 

emphasis can be placed on leadership style. A person can inherently posses a certain 

greatness and thereby getting people ‘on board’ but if one is doing so regardless of 

ethics and morals it can be a negative form of leadership. Without substance leaders 

have nothing valuable to say, and therefore it does not matter how powerfully they 

say it (McCrimmon, 2008)5  . Therefore, it is important to consider various approaches 

to leadership to fully understand what constitutes successful from unsuccessful 

leadership.  

In many ways, constituting successful leadership from unsuccessful leadership is to 

make sense and clarify situations in order to understand and act upon them. Some 

scholars have tried to capture, from all the research into leadership, what they believe 

to be the all-embracing component of leadership at its highest level of abstraction. 

This has been encapsulated in a number of ways (e.g. Smircich & Morgan, 1982. 

Fairhurst, 1996) in the ‘sense’ that leadership is the management of meaning. The 

basis of what people do in their leadership roles is to manage the meaning given to 

events around them and to help followers manage the meaning that they make of 

events. Thus, leaders are able to influence followers in the ways that the leaders 

intend.  However, seeing this process as a one-way street will only take you so far in 

understanding leadership dynamics, as followers are just as an important ‘ingredient’ 

in what constitutes leadership.     

Followers 
In his tribute to Meindl, Weick (2007) talks of following and sense making, 

questioning the almost ‘non-existing’ role of the follower in the leadership equation. 

In a Google Search, Weick found 57 items relating to the word ‘leader’ for everyone 

regarding the word ‘follower’. In this section, we try to broaden the idea of the 

phenomenon of leadership through the lens of the follower, agreeing with Meindl 
                                                        
5 Ph.D. in Philosophy from the University of Western Ontario in 1975 
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(1995) that followers are part of the construction of leadership. In other words, 

understanding leadership is limited if not including both the role of the leader and 

follower as casual agents.  

Shamir (2007) offers a valuable overview of the follower-centred perspective on 

leadership by indentifying how the roles of followers have been interpreted 

throughout the leadership theories. The traditional view of followers in the field of 

leadership theory is referred to as what Shamir (2007) calls: Follower as Recipients of 

Leadership. In this view, followers are seen as passive entities acknowledging the 

leader’s traits and behaviours as the independent variable. This approach characterizes 

not only early theories but includes more recent theories on e.g. transformational and 

charismatic leadership (e.g. Bass, 1985). If the leader follows the right procedures, he 

or she will succeed in delivering transformational, charismatic or transactional 

leadership. In this way, it is not actually worth to look at whom you lead because 

followers do not play an active role in the leadership process (Shamir, 2007:12). 

Considering followers as moderators of leadership implies that leaders’ influence on 

followers’ can be moderated by the individual characteristics of the follower. Jackson 

et al. (2008) point out that it depends on the ‘maturity’ of the follower. As a leader 

one should take on a particular style of leadership, for instance: with an ‘immature’ 

follower the ‘telling style’ would be most appropriate while a ‘selling style’ would be 

preferable with more ‘mature’ followers. Consequently, resulting in a final stage 

where the leader could take on a ‘delegating leadership style’, focusing on letting the 

employees lead themselves (Jackson, B. et al. 2008:45).  In praxis, this might be more 

difficult, as individuals are not identical entities and therefore seldom stick to the 

same script. However, Shamir (2007) notes that this strand of literature still leaves out 

explaining the role of followers in this creation of leadership. By looking at leadership 

as a follower-driven phenomenon, followers contribute to the construction of 

leadership. This perspective on leadership stresses the importance that leadership is 

essentially in the eye of the beholder (D. Van Knippenberg et al. 2007:53).  

Until now, the centre of attention has been concerned with the role of the leader in 

creating leadership, while practically ignoring the role of the follower. This excessive 

preoccupation and expectation routinely placed on the leader, encouraged Meindl 

(1995) and his colleagues to seek another approach to leadership. Through series of 
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empirical studies, they found that in the process of making sense of ambiguous 

situations, followers tended to ascribe control and responsibility to leaders with events 

and outcomes to which they could be plausible linked (Meindl et al. 1985:88). This 

behaviour is an attractive way for followers to understand and make sense of 

organizational performance. Consequently, they emphasise the greatness of the leader, 

believing in him or her for guidance whether in good or bad times. Hence, the concept 

Romance of Leadership was put forth.                                             

Meindl (1995) describes the romance of leadership as a social construction, where 

followers construct their own idea of the leader. By contributing power and causality 

to leaders, members of organizations achieve a sense of understanding and a sense of 

power dominating their surroundings (Shamir, 2007:15). When for example leaders 

keep on winning a dominant factor is that their followers perceive them as winners. 

Hence, followers are more likely to do anything to ensure that their leader continues 

to win. Even though followers might have general perceptions on what indicates good 

or bad leadership, they will accept certain leadership behaviour when in line with their 

ideals (Jackson, B. et al. 2008:51). For instance, the kitchen-staff at the Danish 

restaurant Noma seems to be willing to do anything to keep head chef Rene Redzépi 

on top of the gourmet restaurant game. In the documentary ‘Noma on the boiling 

point’ (2009), it is apparent that the kitchen-staff endures almost any kind of abusive 

language, immense pressure as well humiliation in order to be part of the world’s 

most celebrated gourmet restaurant kitchen6

Having discussed these insightful follower-centric approaches, it is crucial not to 

dismiss the role of the leader to make room for the follower to understand the 

phenomenon of leadership. Therefore, by considering leadership as a social 

relationship where both parties contribute, leadership is something that emerges in 

this exact interaction. Seeing leadership as a mutual exchange between followers and 

leaders is not a completely new approach. It can actually be stated back to Hollander 

(1958), who suggested that leadership is a two-way influence and social exchange 

relationship. Scholars (e.g. Greenleaf 1977, Hale & Fields, 2007) have tried to explain 

this relationship as a sort of implicit contract between leaders and followers, where 

leaders who provide vision, protection, security and direction, try to act as a servant 

.  

                                                        
6 San Pellegrino – The world’s 50 best restaurants 
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leader. Additionally, they note that followers in return grant leaders with loyalty, 

effort, commitment and self-direction, resulting in the equilibrium of leadership being 

sustained. If the two parties are not ‘delivering’ or are demanding too much, the 

relationship becomes unbalanced and it has to be renegotiated (Jackson, B. et al, 

2008:57). Graen & Uhl-Bien (1995) highlight the importance for leaders neither to 

treat followers as similar entities, nor to be selective in whom they choose to favour. 

Therefore leaders are encouraged to ‘grow’ high and equal exchanges with each 

follower, recognizing that it is a mutual relationship, where both parties create 

leadership.  Therefore, a more complete understanding of the process of leadership 

requires the coexisting interest of all relationships and variables (Graen & Uhl-Bien, 

1995:229).  

Context 
When recognizing the construction of the relationship between leaders and followers, 

it is vital to relate these to the contemporary societal context. The context is a 

significant variable in the dynamics of leadership as leadership does not occur in a 

vacuum. The surroundings and the time in which leadership is created, influences how 

leaders and followers construct leadership. Moreover, it affects why it is done and for 

what purpose. Leadership is rooted in the context and socially constructed (Alvesson 

& Spicer, 2011:27). How people have led in the past has an impact on how they lead 

today. By adding the context into the leadership equation, much more attention is 

given to the when and where questions, which together form a significant variable 

(Jackson, B. et al, 2008). Alvarez and Svejenova (2005) further expand this strand of 

literature by stating that leadership studies mostly focus on the personal 

characteristics and psychology of leaders.  They argue that studies are often too 

lacking in context and should rather focus on leader’s actual behaviour and activities 

when performing tasks prescribed by their roles. A better understanding of how 

leadership precisely manifests in a specific context is needed, to give a broader 

understanding of how leadership plays out in praxis.  

Kitchens are unique work places, founded on a culture of efficiency demanding more 

task-oriented hands-on leaders. However, what leaders think is good leadership, and 

what subordinates think is good leadership can create considerable strains and 

uncertainties. This is because of the ambiguity about leadership. Alvesson and Spicer 

(2011) argue that all actors, but particularly leaders, have to live within certain 
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cultures and embody them. Therefore, it sets limits for the kind of leadership style that 

will be recognized. For that reason, it is questionable that leadership creates culture 

and not the other way round.  

By combining leaders, followers and context, we aim for a more holistic picture when 

explaining leadership. By not simply treating the role of the leader as key in 

explaining leadership, nor simply explaining leadership as a mere follower 

construction, as well as not ascribing culture the sole reason for a certain type of 

leadership we elevate the chance for understanding complex dynamics influencing 

leadership. In the meantime, when leadership can mean different things for different 

groups and the context can be interpreted in different ways how do we then 

understand leadership? How do we make sense of these complex interactions between 

leaders, followers and social organizational environment? The use of metaphors can 

help us in the understanding of leadership combining the three above-mentioned 

perspectives on leadership.   

Leading through metaphors 

‘Look at something ‘Take advantage of the ambiguity in the world and think what else it 
might be’ 
        -  Roger von Oech (Inventor) 

Metaphors have forever been used to make sense of life. To understand why we use 

metaphors it is evident to look at what a metaphor actually is. According to Lakoff 

and Johnson (1980) the essence of metaphors is to understand and experience one 

thing in terms of another. Said in another way, it allows for an object to be perceived 

and understood from the notion of another object (Gertner et al., 2001). To 

accomplish this, the metaphor has to be well balanced between differences and 

similarities. Too much similarity makes the point seem banal, yet too little similarity 

makes the point seem irrelevant. Moreover, metaphors are built on carrying over one 

concept or idea from one field to another, what Lakoff and Johnson (1980) call the 

source and target. They clarify the interaction between these two elements as 

important. It is crucial for the user of metaphors to emphasize the right elements of 

what is actually carried over as well as focusing on the object that is to be illuminated. 

If the right elements are not emphasized the metaphor will become meaningless and 

many times absurd (Alvesson and Spicer, 2011:35). 

http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/r/rogervonoe391444.html�
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/r/rogervonoe391444.html�
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Lakoff and Johnson (1980) argue that our general conceptual system of nature is 

fundamentally metaphorical. To them, our concepts form what we sense, how we 

move around in the world and how we relate to others. Therefore, this conceptual 

system is a central role in defining our mundane realities. In the same way, all 

knowledge is metaphorical as it emerges from or is constructed from some point of 

view (Alvesson and Spicer, 2011:35). Therefore, metaphors are vital elements in how 

people relate to their world and the reality of life.  

By using metaphors, when trying to understand leadership, people are allowed to 

actually work with the meaning that people actually ascribe to leadership. By 

capturing ideas of leadership through images it allows us to combine perceptions and 

ideas that mostly exist in expert language. This is particularly important when trying 

to understand the mundane knowledge of leadership. Furthermore, the use of 

metaphors add some attractiveness and rhetorical thrive to how we understand 

leadership. When we use particular metaphors we create mental images, which are 

easier to grasp. As Watson (2006) states, ‘leadership is a matter of influencing 

cognition, commitment and emotions’. By claiming that leaders have similarities with 

other images it adds flavour to the idea. Metaphors also help to increase the 

communicative capacity because they, with very few words, can transmit large 

amounts of information at both a cognitive, behavioural and emotional level. 

Additionally, metaphors allow us to advance new ideas and to direct our analysis in 

innovative ways (Camp, 2006). By using metaphors, we can explore numerous 

meanings of social phenomena, as they help the understanding of these phenomena in 

distinct ways. Finally, metaphors can be a tool to go beyond how we conceptualize 

leadership. Through the examination of these metaphors, we go beyond the superficial 

level of much of the conceptual thinking about leadership.  

The pitfalls of metaphors 
Metaphors are indeed a helpful tool to understand the dynamics of the interplay 

between leaders, followers and the context. However, they are only beneficial if they 

are not used in a wrong way. Among others, one problem is the overdoing and the 

mix of metaphors in the effort to describe a certain picture. The overdoing of 

metaphors can mean that the picture, ‘drawn up’, is not easily understood as you draw 

the attention away from the actual essence. Using multiple metaphors can then blur 

the picture and draw attention away from the main point.  
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Oswick (2002) points out that metaphorical analysis tends to illustrate similarities 

rather than taking into consideration the clashes and constrains. He further notes that 

an excessively focus on similarities can result in an over-simplification. This puts too 

much emphasis on a particular metaphor in terms of guidance, failing to focus on the 

ambiguity. It is doubtful that people who tend to make use of metaphors, sees 

leadership entirely as one entity. Nevertheless, it is easy to believe that a certain 

metaphor captures the essence of a particular phenomenon. Therefore, it is crucial to 

be aware of the problems when using metaphors. 

How to understand metaphors 
In relation to the earlier mentioned target-source approach, the domains-interaction 

model by Cornelissen (2005) demonstrates that it is questionable that a comparison 

approach, which works through the creation of a best fit between source and target, is 

enough. As the comparison model implies, the basic mechanism involved in the 

production and comprehension of metaphors is not the selection of pre-existing 

attributes of the conjoined terms. It is, rather, ‘the generation and creation of new 

meaning beyond a previously existing similarity’ (Cornelissen, 2005:751). Meaning is 

created through the interaction of different domains. Metaphors involve recalling all 

knowledge about a certain image as well as all knowledge of the leader (e.g. leader as 

saint, leader as buddy, leader as gardener, and leader as bully Alvesson & Spicer, 

2011). When these two concepts blend, it creates a new way of perceiving a 

phenomenon. Hence, a new and insightful way of looking at leadership as a 

phenomenon is unfolded (Cornelissen, 2005).                                                                                      

Among others, Lakoff and Johnson (1999) have elaborated on this approach to 

metaphors additionally suggesting that you look at it in a conceptual manner. Instead 

of accepting that it is a question of fit between source and target or creative 

interaction between domains, they try to reveal a collection of deeper underlying 

metaphors. This approach emphasize that one should not seek to impose metaphors 

onto a phenomenon, rather try to discover or induct the primary metaphors that are 

already used in the field (Andriessen & Gubbins, 2009:848, cited in Alvesson and 

Spicer, 2011).                                                                                                                              
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Metaphors of Leadership 
According to Alvesson and Spicer (2011), an important approach to understand 

metaphors is by looking at what kind of metaphors of leadership are useful in 

understanding how people frame and recognize leadership. Hatch et al. (2005) draw 

on what they call ‘The Three Faces of Leadership’. They argue that leadership 

includes the ability to be organized and goal-directed, which implies some managerial 

skill. Hence they present the image of the ‘leader as manager’. Still, they recognize 

that this rational model of management hardly is enough to motivate and inspire 

followers. Therefore, the image of the ‘leader as artist’ is important in terms of 

creating commitment to the group as well as going beyond rational level to address 

organizational culture, vision, values and group identity. Yet, they also point out the 

need for the ‘leader as priest’ introducing other aspects of leadership with desirable 

quality and faith. These are some metaphors of leadership nevertheless, there are 

many more. Jackson & Parry (2008) talk of leadership as e.g. parenting, schooling 

and military captaincy, whereas Ladkin (2008) compares organizational leaders to 

music conductors. The many images of leadership help us make sense of what 

leadership is and how it works. When people think about the leadership role they play, 

the decision about what behaviours to engage in becomes so much easier (Parry, 

2008).  
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Apprenticeship 

‘You must not expect old heads upon young shoulders’ 

       -  English proverb  

The meaning of the term apprenticeship is the process by which an individual learns a 

trade or craft through practical experience under the guidance of a more experienced 

professional (Mainiero, 1986:1). In gourmet restaurant kitchens, apprenticeship is an 

informal process that seldom considers any particular model of training. In most 

cases, skills are handed down in the context of the master-apprentice relationship, 

during a fixed work period. Once these skills and knowledge have been passed on the 

apprentice emerges as a fully fledged professional. Formal models of the stages of the 

apprenticeship process do exist, however they are not likely to be used in the master-

apprentice setup of gourmet restaurant kitchens. Head chefs (masters) tend to rely on 

more informal procedures in the same way they experienced during their initial 

training period (Magnus head chef of Numéro 64, Andreas head chef of Spuntino). 

Consequently, being apprenticed to a good master seems to be crucial, both in regards 

to learning all the ‘secrets’ of the trade as well as gaining the right set of skills. 

Apprentice perspective 
One model, unfolding the stages from an apprentice perspective, can be found in 

Rosalie Wax’s (1957) article, ‘Twelve Years Later: An analysis of a field experience’. 

The article is a description and analysis of an anthropological field experience, where 

three chronological stages are unfolded: (1) insecurity, (2) gradual definition and (3) 

validation of role. The three indentified stages provide a framework in which the 

apprenticeship process is more easily understood. In the first stage, the apprentice 

experiences great insecurity and uncertainty suffering from inexperience when 

dealing with the challenges put forward. In the second stage, the apprentice starts to 

become more comfortable with the work, thus resulting in a gradual role definition 

process. In the final stage, positive feedback, in relation to performance, is received, 

further confirming the newly created role. Consequently, this validates the 

achievement for the budding professional.  

Graves (1976, cited in Coy, 1989) also notes three stages in apprenticeship: (1) 

recruitment and career decisions, (2) socialization and social control, (3) transition 

from trainee to full skill status. The stages are somewhat similar to the ones identified 

http://quotes/�
http://quotes/�
http://quotes/�
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by Wax (1957), but Graves ascribes more significance to the interaction between the 

apprentice and others related to the apprenticeship. In the first stage, Graves explains 

how relationships are established between the apprentice and others in the work place. 

This is done in order to set the apprentice on a career path. In this stage, the 

newcomer also establishes a role-set, within which he or she will operate throughout 

most of their training. Graves further explains how the complexity of the second stage 

is challenging, as the apprentice has to deal with a multifaceted environment. He goes 

on arguing that, going through an intense process of socialization, the apprentice must 

learn, often, subtle values and norms. As a consequence, patterns of social control 

develop as a response to the potential for the disruption that the apprentice poses. It is 

the apprentice’s ignorance of technical procedures, together with the fact that many 

subtle work norms are implicit, which creates the potential for disruption. 

Subsequently, socialization and social control are inextricably linked, as attempts to 

control the trainee also teaches the more subtle and implicit norms of the occupation 

(Coy 1989:52). Finally, Graves goes on to explain that the third stage is one of 

transition from trainee to full skill status. Graves describes how status ambiguity is the 

most characteristic feature of this stage as there are differences in judgment between 

the apprentice and others regarding the level of his or her competence. 

The apprenticeship period is thus filled with anxieties, which reflect both personal and 

professional dilemmas on the part of the naive kitchen trainee. To become an ‘adult’ 

in the culinary profession, one must first discover the problems that a professional in 

the kitchen is expected to resolve successfully. Mainiero (1986) explains in her 

article, ‘Muddling through apprenticeship’, how performance anxiety makes up the 

stress of the novel learner trying to figure out his or her craft. She explains how 

expectations about one's performance are perceived as being unnaturally high and of 

immense importance. As a result, each incident relating to one's performance becomes 

greatly magnified in retrospect. Furthermore, she notes that once the new learner 

begins to feel more comfortable, with the presented assignments, his or her 

performance anxiety slowly diminishes as well as his or her perception of the 

unrealistically high standards of performance.  

Questions relating to the field of professional cooking also represent a common theme 

for many apprentices. The apprenticeship period is the time in which the culinary 

apprentice confronts the reality of the world head on sometimes experiencing it to be 
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fairly disappointed. The disappointment lies in the fact that the idealization of kitchen 

life, which appears in books (e.g. Bourdain 2002, Pierre-White 2007), and media (e.g. 

Jamie Oliver, Gordon Ramsay, Nigella Lawson etc.) provides the trainee with 

unrealistic expectations of kitchen life. In this way, the apprenticeship period is a time 

when these high expectations and standards are brought into focus with the reality of 

the experience itself. Hence, the development of realistic standards is a critical aspect 

of this period, as the standards enables the apprentice to understand the boundaries 

and constraints of the profession that he or she has chosen Mainiero (1986:5).  

Master Perspective 
From a master perspective, the notion of apprenticeship is to develop a learning 

context that models proficiency as well as teaching how to solve problems, 

understand and perform specific tasks, as well as dealing with difficult situations 

(Collins, Brown & Newman 1989).    

Collins, Brown & Hollum (1991) argue that there are four significant aspects of 

helping the apprentice in acquiring an integrated set of skills: modelling, scaffolding, 

fading, and coaching. In modelling, the master demonstrates how to go about solving 

different parts of a certain task, while the apprentice pays attention to what he or she 

is doing. In this way, the target processes is made visible, as the master explicitly 

shows the apprentice what to do. Scaffolding is about providing the apprentice with 

the necessary support for carrying out a certain task. This can span from undertaking 

almost the whole task for the apprentice, to giving sporadic hints as what to do next. 

Fading is the idea of gradually removing support by giving the apprentice more and 

more responsibility until he or she is proficient enough to accomplish tasks 

independently. Coaching is the glue binding a successful apprenticeship experience 

together. The master coaches the apprentice through every aspect of the 

apprenticeship period. In this way, the master provides hints and evaluates the 

activities of the apprentice along side with identifying the kinds of problems that may 

occur during the entire process. In addition, the master is responsible for challenging 

the apprentice as well as providing encouragement,  feedback and work on particular 

weak points. In other words, coaching is the process of overseeing the student’s 

learning. Consequently, the interplay among the four important aspects helps the 

apprentice, both in developing self-monitoring and correction of skills as well as in 
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integrating the skills and conceptual knowledge needed to advance toward expertise 

Collins et al. (1991:2).  

According to Lave (1988), observation plays a key role in helping learners to develop 

a conceptual model of the target task prior to attempting to execute it. In other words, 

by demonstrating a certain task the master provides the apprentice with a picture of 

the whole. Moreover, she argues that providing learners with a conceptual model is an 

important factor for the following three related reasons. First, it provides learners with 

a sophisticated organizer for their early attempts to execute a skill. Second, a picture 

of the whole offers an interpretive structure for making sense of the feedback from the 

master. Third, it provides an internalized guide for the apprentice when engaged in 

relatively independent practice.  

Summary 
In this chapter, we have reviewed literature on leadership, metaphors and 

apprenticeship. First, we unfolded three perspectives on leadership explaining the 

roles of leaders, followers and context. Looking into the development of the different 

leadership styles shows that leadership scholars have gone from emphasising the 

larger-than-life visionary charismatic business leader to the more modest and ethical 

leader. We noted that the role of the leader is still very much emphasized as the 

dominant factor when explaining leadership. This can be notably criticized for its 

non-holistic way of looking at leadership. Therefore, viewing the leader as an 

independent variable will only take you so far. For this reason, we have chosen to 

include followers when addressing leadership. We looked at a variety of theories that 

have conceptualized followers to shifting levels of meaning. Looking at followers as 

being part of the leadership process provides us with a more complete picture of how 

the phenomenon of leadership is understood. Recognizing that followers play an 

active role in the leadership process, they also become responsible for consequences 

of leadership. By giving equal attention to both followers and leaders, when studying 

leadership, it presents us with a more holistic understanding of the phenomenon. By 

adding the context into the analysis, much more attention is given to the when and 

where questions, which is a significant variable in the leadership phenomenon 

equation.  
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Second, we have clarified how metaphors help explain complex dynamics influencing 

leadership. Metaphors help to increase the communicative capacity because they, with 

very few words, transmit large amounts of information at both a cognitive, 

behavioural and emotional level. Metaphors can be approached and analyzed in 

various ways influencing how we understand leadership as a phenomenon. One way 

of understanding metaphors is to create meaning through the interaction of different 

domains. Another way is to reveal a collection of deeper underlying metaphors. We 

further noted that scholars have drawn up many images of leadership. These images 

help us to make sense of what leadership is and how it works. When people think 

about the leadership role they play, the decision about what behaviours to engage in 

becomes less ambiguous.  

Finally, we included two perspectives on apprenticeship to broaden our understanding 

of the dynamics playing out in the specific relationship between head chefs and 

apprentices. Reviewing apprenticeship from an apprentice perspective explains how 

the apprenticeship period is filled with anxieties. For the apprentice to become a fully-

fledged professional, he or she must first discover the problems that a professional 

chef is expected to resolve successfully. By discovering, and overcoming, these 

problems the apprentice’s performance anxiety will slowly diminish. Reviewing 

apprenticeship from a master perspective further unfolds apprenticeship. The basic 

notion in this perspective reveals that apprenticeship is about showing the apprentice 

how to do a task, observe as the apprentice practices parts of the task, and then turn 

over more and more responsibility. Especially observation plays a key role helping 

learners in developing a conceptual model or a picture of the whole, which is a 

pertinent factor for a successful apprenticeship period. 
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Chapter IV 
The Setting 

Cofoco 
Cofoco (Copenhagen Food Consulting) employs close to 200 people of which 70 are 

directly associated with kitchen work. Half of the staff is made up by apprentices. To 

this day, the company Cofoco, consists of 9 restaurants: Cofoco the Restaurant, Les 

Trois Couchons, Numéro 64, Public House, Spuntino, Scarpetta, Vespa, Oysters & 

Grill, Scarpetta II.  The company additionally operates the take-away Le Marché, with 

four branches in Copenhagen, the Hotel Auberge de Tourrettes in Provence France as 

well as the magazine Copenhagen Food. Yearly revenues in 2010 were approximately 

DKK 85 million, expecting revenues in 2011 to be approximately DKK 100 million.  

The business originated in the early 21st century as the consequence of a young 

apprentice challenging the common restaurant practice of always raising the cover 

charge on New Year menus. Equipped with a sound business sense and a vast passion 

for the French Cuisine, the young apprentice, Torben Klitbo started to cater 

inexpensive New Year menus from his apartment kitchen in Copenhagen. The 

concept was straightforward consisting of a three-course meal for DKK 200 proving 

that gourmet food could be experienced at a lower price. In other words the focal 

point was to offer customers great value for money. Klitbo’s concept quickly 

substantiated to be solid as the demand for affordable gourmet New Year menus grew 

rapidly consequently paving the way for opening the gourmet Sunday-take-away 

Cofoco, situated on Istedgade in Copenhagen. Cofoco was thus established in 2003 

consisting of Klitbo in the kitchen and two assistances attending customers in the 

front. The customers were primarily local residents and covered a vast range of 

different people anything from elders to newly started families with children. The 

Sunday-take-way proved that the business concept was clever and Klitbo therefore 

decided in 2004, with a modest profit from the take-away, to open a restaurant bearing 

the same name as the company. The culinary profile, in all of Cofoco’s restaurants, is 

mainly based on traditional South European cuisine. The basic idea is rooted not so 

much on innovation put rather on building upon existing traditions. New elements are 

added to classic dishes reinterpreting them making them modern and exciting. The 
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restaurants are mainly, situated in the hip red light district of Copenhagen, providing 

customers with classic French cuisine, but with a Scandinavian twist.  

Restaurants Numéro 64 and Spuntino are, as most restaurants, divided by front stage 

and back stage activities. The kitchens form part of back stage activities working as 

sub divisions operated for generating profit. The restaurants, like any other 

restaurants, operate in a highly competitive environment. In few other lines of 

business does a free market operate as clearly as in the gourmet restaurant industry. 

The competition is fierce and many gourmet restaurants have recently closed, due to 

economical circumstances (e.g. Oubæk, MR, Divan II, Geranium etc.).  Even though, 

gourmet kitchens are able to deliver the perfect dining experience, this is far from 

enough. To run profitable kitchens, Cofoco sometimes have to adjust parameters as, 

wages, staff and procurement of raw materials and equipment. Sophisticated 

equipment has been introduced in the process lowering costs. However, gourmet 

kitchens have fewer options of compromising produce, quality or reducing staff to 

deliver high culinary standards. Therefore, many kitchens employ apprentices as they 

are cost efficient. In the meantime, head chefs are left with the responsibility of 

teaching apprentices the secrets of the trade while running the kitchen.  

Restaurants 

Restaurant Numéro 64 
Restaurant Numéro 64 is the flagship of Cofoco and has recently been remodelled as 

raising the culinary profile of food. Today Numéro 64 offers more distinguished 

menus using molecular gastronomy techniques7, celebrating the style of the New 

Nordic Cuisine8

 

. The restaurants seats 70 guests operating by the concept of double 

seating. The restaurant Numéro 64 was the first to introduce this concept to the 

Danish restaurant scene and today many other restaurants follow their example. The 

Kitchen employs a head chef, a sous-chef, a chef and three apprentices.      

 
                                                        
7 A discipline practiced by both scientists and food professionals that study the physical and 
chemical processes that occur while cooking. 
8 http://www.clausmeyer.dk/en/the_new_nordic_cuisine_.html  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physics�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemistry�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cooking�
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Restaurant Spuntino  
Restaurant Spuntino opened in the late fall of 2010 because of Cofoco being offered a 

restaurant location on Vesterbro with a fairly priced monthly rent. The challenge was 

to see if it was possible to make a new restaurant function properly with the means 

available from the restaurant being taken over. All in all it took no more than a week 

from inspecting the new space until doors opened to a new restaurant offering 

traditional, rustic and affordable Italian cuisine. The restaurant seats approximately 50 

guests and as all Cofoco’s restaurants, it operates by the concept of double seating. 

First seating runs from 6 pm to 8 pm and second seat from 8 pm to 10 pm. The 

kitchen-staff consists of: a head chef, one chef and four apprentices.  

Prep vs. Service 
Kitchen life is unique in the sense that it consists of two different parts: preparation, 

also called prep, and service. Prep is the hours prior to the hectic and sometimes 

chaotic service. In order to run a successful service, the kitchen must be fully prepared 

in order to ‘win the battle’. During prep, check lists are meticulously run through, 

securing that everything is in its place and that nothing is missing in regards to service 

hours. Everything is made from fresh with local produce, however produce is pre-

treated as much as possible in order to make the time between receiving an order 

during service to finishing the actual plate, as short as possible. An organized and 

strictly structured prep is essential for kitchens in order to be able to plate various 

dishes simultaneously. This has to be done with sufficient speed, so that servers and 

ultimately the diners do not wait too long and become frustrated. Furthermore, if more 

guests than expected arrive at the same time, or if mistakes are made, the kitchen has 

to extend the time of preparation. This too can result in costumers not getting their 

food on time, which in the world of professional gourmet cooking is not accepted.  

The problem lies in the interconnection of stations. If one station is not fully prepared 

and equipped, it can harm the operation of the whole kitchen. Like most professional 

gourmet kitchens (e.g. Bourdain 2002, Caroll 2008, Buford 2006, Pierre-White 2004, 

Ramsay 2006, Redzépi 2009), those of Spuntino and Numéro 64, are organized after 

Escoffier’s9

                                                        
9 French 

 Brigade system. The Brigade system was adopted as Escoffier served in 

chef, restaurateur and culinary writer who popularized and updated traditional French 
cooking methods. 
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the army during the Franco-Prussian war. The desire of Escoffier’s reorganization of 

the kitchen was to break down traditional craft demarcations, while advancing the 

division of labour into specializations that are more rational. His experiences as a 

soldier were directly incorporated in the way he ran the kitchen. The Brigade system 

separates the kitchen into functional areas with clearly defined duties e.g. meat, fish, 

appetizers, pastry etc., and a command structure like that of the army. Orders and 

information move down the chain of command. In that way, even in the heat of the 

dinner rush, also called service, the many tasks of a busy kitchen can be managed and 

coordinated by one person, the head chef. In large scale kitchens, apprentices usually 

serve under the chefs and do not answer directly to the head chef. However, given the 

size of the two restaurants, orders from the head chefs are directly given to the 

apprentices each responsible for their own station. 

During prep hours, knowledge and skills are more likely to be handed down, than at 

service hours, because of the more subtle work flow. During these hours, most of the 

actual cooking is taking place and therefore most of the learning in regards to 

apprentices takes places here. For instance, preparing a sauce demi-glace is a delicate 

operation and the head chefs, if not under time pressure, takes the apprentices through 

the different stages of the sauce, revealing the secrets in the process. This is hardly 

possible during service hours because of the high level of intensity, pace and need for 

precision. When a service is on, nothing else but the actual creation of dishes exists in 

the minds of the kitchen staff. The situation can best be compared to a professional 

soccer match or a battle like situation where a sense of us versus them is created. 

Guests are perceived as ‘enemies’, whom will only be conquered if they are served 

immaculate plates on time. In many ways, the unique nature of prep and service 

demand high performance standards infused by a zero error mentality. The extreme 

pressure to deliver perfection on an everyday basis demands a tremendous mental 

surplus energy. In other words, kitchens’ constant focus on pace and correctness leads 

to a high-pressure environment to perform ‘here and now’ with no room for mistakes.  
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Apprentices 
Apprentices are the rookies, the novices of the kitchen. However, they form the 

largest part of the kitchen staff in the Cofoco kitchens. 7 of a total of 12 employees, 

making up the workforce in the two kitchens, are apprentices. Largely all of the 

apprentices, ranging from the late teens to early twenties, have prior to the 

apprenticeship period finished Danish upper secondary school. For the apprentices 

working in the kitchen is a deliberately career choice. Further academic education has 

been turned down in favour for a culinary education. However, confronted with the 

reality of working in the kitchen some apprentices doubted if they would pursue a 

culinary career for the rest of their working lives. 

For the apprenticeship to be accepted, the apprentices have gone through a trial period 

of three month to prove that they are cut out for working in the kitchen. Furthermore, 

apprenticeship in Denmark requires enrolment in the chef training program, offered 

by Hospitality Colleges. The program has a duration of 3 years and 9 months in total.  

Approximately a year is spent at the college the rest is spent working in the kitchens. 

Consequently, the apprentices look for the head chef as the main source for teaching 

and handing down skills as well as knowledge. 

Working life for the apprentices consists of long hours of 10-12 hours per day. Shifts 

usually start at 11:00 a.m. lasting to 12:00 a.m. The work schedule is hardly 

systematized making it difficult for the apprentices to combine leisure time with work 

time. Sometimes the apprentices work five days a week, randomly spread out through 

the week. At other times they work less. It all depends on the amount of reservations 

coming in on a weekly basis. This random organization of shifts makes it difficult for 

the apprentices to make outside appointments with family and friends. As a result, 

kitchen staff spends a lot of time together forming close relationships extending to off 

time as well. The apprentices take part in most of the kitchen’s day to day tasks. All 

apprentices are given responsibility for handling significant tasks especially the 

second and third year apprentices. They are given vast amounts of responsibility 

ranging from handling the demanding hot station to ordering supplies to the kitchen. 

However, everything is coordinated and supervised by the head chef.       
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Chefs 
Chefs are professional kitchen workers trained through apprenticeship. The two 

kitchens employ three chefs in total, one having the rank of sous-chef. The sous-chef 

is second in command and the direct assistant of the head chef. The sous-chef is 

responsible for scheduling and substituting when the head chef is off-duty and will 

also fill in or assist the chefs and apprentices when needed. Due to the size of the 

smaller kitchens, the function of the sous-chef has largely the same status as that of a 

regular chef. The chefs are not subject to the same responsibility as head chefs have in 

terms of teaching apprentices. However, they assist the head chefs in the teaching 

process when needed. The main objective for chefs is to be part of driving business. 

Yet, as they are superior in regards to the apprentices in knowledge and skills, they 

indirectly hand down the secrets of the trade when sought after by the apprentices.  

Head Chefs 
Head chefs are the movers and shakers of the kitchen. In other words, they make it all 

happen. The head chefs have to be able to bring together a suitable distinguished 

menu. They have to be competent enough to balance lighter and heavier starters with 

appropriate main courses, while using meat, poultry, fish and vegetables in order to 

present a menu attractive to all customers. The responsibility for purchasing rests with 

the head chefs, so they have to deal with suppliers, and maintain stocks. Head chefs 

are also responsible for interviewing new staff as well as supervising trials for such 

applicants. This means that the head chefs are obliged to instruct staff most of the 

time. Indeed, head chefs must oversee and train all staff to ensure that they can fully 

discharge their duties. Besides running the kitchens on a daily basis, head chefs also 

have to engage in the education of the apprentices. Head chefs have no formal 

educational background in the field of teaching. Hence, they do not need academic 

diplomas in order to advance to the position as head chefs. This has to be seen in the 

light of that the kitchen is one of the last true meritocracies, where you are entirely 

judged by your job performance. Consequently, head chefs work many hours a week. 

It is not uncommon that head chefs hit 60 or more hours a week in order to try to 

make a name for themselves (e.g. Bolvig, Roesgaard, Magnus head Chef Numéro 64, 

Andreas head chef Spuntino, Slagslunde) Head chefs’ reputation depends on the 

quality of the food leaving the kitchen. It is their name on the plate and therefore they 

demand much from their staff.   
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Head chef Numéro 64 
Head chef Magnus, age 32, started his career in Stockholm in a Michelin starred 

restaurant where he also did his apprenticeship. He quickly followed a culinary career 

by working numerous of years in top restaurant kitchens, primarily in England. Prior 

to entering the culinary business, Magnus finished upper secondary school as well as 

serving 16 months in the Swedish army. The first experience as leader in regards to 

kitchen work was gained in England, at the age of 19. Magnus was promoted because 

of his technical skills being superior to the other chefs. This high level of cooking was 

also a main reason for getting hired to fill the position as head chef at restaurant 

Numéro 64. The Cofoco owners wanted a more upscale profile, thus head hunting the 

Swedish chef. Magnus served a trial period of three months working as an ordinary 

chef in one of the other restaurants in Cofoco before taking over the position as head 

chef. 

Head chef Spuntino 
Head chef Andreas, age 34, was brought in from Les Trois Couchons to run the 

kitchen at Spuntino. Andreas is born and raised in Copenhagen, serving his 

apprenticeship with Torben Klitbo at restaurant Konrad in Copenhagen. Restaurant 

Konrad was a well known establishment, striving for delivering gourmet experiences 

for the hip, rich segment of Copenhagen. Both serving under, what they both refer to 

as, a stereotype of a head chef who yelled and cursed at the kitchen staff. Short after 

his apprenticeship he started out as sous-chef at Numéro 64 and has worked in Cofoco 

since the very beginning. Throughout his time in Cofoco he has been involved in 

many of the different restaurants and projects from the beginning of the Cofoco era. 

Today, Andreas is head chef for the restaurant Spuntino and Les Trois Couchons.  
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Kitchen Reality 
‘The purpose of narrative is to present us with complexity and ambiguity’ 

       -  Scott Turow (American Novelist)  

Through two semi fictional accounts, we illustrate how daily work practices play out 

in the context of gourmet kitchens within the restaurant chain of Cofoco. The 

accounts are based on our observations focusing on how leaders, followers and 

context influence leadership dynamics. The accounts set out to present the reader with 

a detailed picture of leadership enacted as well as providing a foundation for 

understanding complex dynamics. The following accounts offer the reader a glimpse 

of kitchen reality in restaurant Numéro 64 and restaurant Spuntino respectively.   

Restaurant Numéro 64 

Observing herb picking (10:00-12:00) 
The observation day started earlier than usual as we had to pick herbs for the 

restaurant. We had agreed to meet up with Swedish head chef Magnus, at half past ten 

in the morning, in front of The Coffee Collective on Jægersborggade. The reason for 

meeting Magnus in front of the coffee shop was partly because of the shop’s closeness 

to Assistens Cemetery, a park-like cemetery with many wild herbs, and partly because 

of Magnus wanting us to taste the best coffee in town. He arrived after some time 

apologizing for his tardiness. Apparently, it had been a late night for Magnus as he 

had launched the Cofoco culinary course for the first time. The culinary course was a 

new project that Cofoco had just started. Its purpose was teaching corporate people 

the secrets and the art of fine dining. The first course had been somewhat of a struggle 

as the course participants had been rather drunk due to the wine testing in the 

beginning of the course. The course participants had been acting like little children 

making it utterly impossible to get them to clean up their equipment and stations. 

Magnus laughingly told us that he at one point felt like shouting in order to get them 

organized. Nevertheless, he refrained to do so because of the risk of instantly killing 

the project.  

We ordered some coffee and waited for Casper, a second year apprentice, who was 

off-duty that day but still voluntarily showed up to pick herbs. Magnus told us that 

Casper was a very dedicated apprentice whose life was all about gastronomy. Casper 

arrived after a short while and we went over to the cemetery to pick herbs. Magnus 

http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/s/scottturow207043.html�
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passionately told us, in a Jamie Oliver like-fashion, which herbs were edible and 

which were not. He further explained that Ground Elder, Sweet Cicely and Wild 

Garlic were amazing herbs packed with flavour, growing in the middle of the city. 

Casper nodded while picking Nettle leaves wearing leather gloves. Casper told us that 

the herb picking, initiated by Magnus, was very inspiring, and that all of the 

apprentices were fond of the informal gatherings. He further told us that herb picking 

was an important element of kitchen life contributing to the staff being a close-knit 

family. While picking herbs we were told that sous-chef Baldur, and three apprentices 

Mette, Alex and Peter had already begun their shift back at the restaurant. We 

candidly told Magnus that we wanted to see what was going on in the kitchen without 

him being present. Magnus did not have any problems with our request so we headed 

for the restaurant alone. 

Observing prep (12:00 – 18:00) 
The kitchen was already buzzing at our arrival. Alex, a first year apprentice, made 

custard for the dessert station. The sous-chef approached her and tasted the custard. 

With a warm tone of voice he told her that it needed more sugar. Alex promptly 

answered back in a slightly mechanical fashion, ‘Yes chef’. Alex appeared to be 

somewhat tense and uneasy even though service was six hours away. We approached 

her and commented on her seeming a little bit tense. She told us that she had fucked 

up the raspberry biscuits for one of the desserts and that she needed to correct it 

preferably before Magnus arrived because he would surely comment on the mistake. 

Mette, a second year apprentice had been working at the restaurant for two years and 

had worked in the kitchen prior to Magnus arriving. She told us that the culture in the 

restaurant drastically changed to the better when Magnus took over the restaurant 

kitchen. She further told us that the level of cooking became more challenging. In the 

beginning it had been hard to adjust to another style of cooking, but looking back she 

had learned so much more from Magnus than from the former head chef. 

Magnus entered the kitchen, requesting that everybody gathered around. He was eager 

to show the staff what the cemetery-harvest had produced. All the apprentices, as well 

as the sous-chef, gathered around Magnus that proudly showed them what kind of 

herbs he and Casper had picked. He asked them to taste the herbs, and Peter expressed 

his liking to the Sweet Cicely. He jokingly mumbled, while chewing on the herbs, that 

the intense flavour probably was due to the rich nutrition of dead people in the soil at 
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the cemetery. They all laughed while throwing some of the herbs in his face. Magnus 

told Peter that the Nettles could be used for a mayonnaise and told him to experiment 

with the colour. Peter answered in the same slightly mechanical way as Alex, ‘Yes 

chef’.  

Mette approached Magnus and asked him how he would like the carrot juice to be 

reduced. Magnus told her to taste it and decide on her own whether it needed more 

lemon or sugar to balance the taste. Mette answered in the same way as the other two 

apprentices, ‘Yes Chef.’ She looked a bit confused, but finally tasted the juice and 

seasoned it with a splash of lemon. A short time after, Magnus discovered that the 

crumble for the dessert was not up to standard. It had been boxed in the wrong way 

and moist had entered the container ruining the texture of the crumble. Magnus 

insistently wanted to know who had boxed it. He asked the sous-chef, somewhat 

annoyed, who had been to work the previous day. The sous-chef slightly hesitated 

before mentioning which one of the chefs had been covering the dessert station the 

previous day. Magnus waited until there were no apprentices in the front of the 

kitchen and commented on the sloppy boxing. ‘What the fuck is this, what was he 

thinking’. Magnus noticed our presence and said that they only discussed other chef’s 

wrong-doings if the apprentices were not present. He explained it by not wanting to 

undermine the authority of any of the chefs, as it would be like, ‘cutting off their 

balls.’ 

Alex entered the kitchen asking Magnus to call Christian Lutje, one of the owners of 

Cofoco. She needed to borrow one of the vans for moving some furniture. Magnus 

told her it would be easier if she called him herself. Alex looked slightly disappointed 

but Magnus told her that she would be perfectly fine as Christian was a very nice guy. 

Magnus gave Alex the number and told her to be persistent when calling him because 

Christian had a busy schedule and did not always pick up the phone. Magnus asked 

the staff to gather around in the front of the kitchen for instructions. He told the staff 

that he would not be running service but that the sous-chef would be ‘leading the 

battle’ during service hours. He further told the staff that he would be responsible for 

the dessert station only and that any questions that did not have anything to do with 

desserts should be addressed to the sous-chef. All three apprentices promptly 

answered, ‘Yes chef’. Magnus explained the decision for making the sous-chef in 
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charge of service as the need for his sous-chef to gain experience, running service on 

the busiest night of the week.  

The kitchen-staff were focused but still joking around when Magnus entered the back 

of the kitchen with a serious look on his face. He demandingly asked the apprentices 

which one of them had prepped the rhubarbs. Alex promptly answered ‘me chef’. 

Magnus asked her annoyed why she had not tasted the rhubarbs, as it was clear that 

they were way too sour. Magnus shifted his attention to the rest of the apprentice and 

told them it was damn important to always taste everything. A few minutes after 

Magnus found out that the raspberry biscuits were burned. He approached Alex with 

some of the burned biscuits in his hand. Alex embarrassedly looked down for a little 

moment before looking at Magnus. He asked her with a firm voice if there was any 

point in him commenting on the mistake as the biscuit were clearly burned. Alex 

answered with a low voice that there was no need for Magnus to comment on the 

mistake and that there were no excuse for burning the biscuits.  

Magnus connected his IPod to the speakers and played a song by James Brown. He 

approached Mette and told her that James Brown was the best artist of all times. Mette 

told him that she did not know James Brown and jokingly told Magnus that he had to 

be really old for knowing that kind of music. Magnus told Mette that in his kitchen 

the apprentices needed to know good music and that it was a part of kitchen 

education. Mette jokingly told us that working with Magnus, was more than just 

learning how to cook. It was also the school of life. Mette used the attention to ask 

him to taste the glace she was reducing asking him for his opinion. Magnus answered 

that it was perfect and that she had done an excellent job. Metty proudly smiled. 

Magnus continued to talk about music. He jokingly uttered his great astonishment 

with the youth not knowing Johnny Cash, James Brown etc. Mette had not heard of 

any of these artists and teased Magnus with his taste of music being that of a 

grandfather. Magnus joked back emphasising her lack of knowledge in great music 

and her not even been born at the time when he finished his apprenticeship, ‘Have a 

little respect for the wise you cheeky child’.  

Peter started making staff dinner. He told us that he did not like cooking staff dinner 

that much. It had to do with the fact that it was nerve wracking to cook for the entire 

kitchen staff. It was hard because Magnus and the other chefs would for sure instantly 
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make a comment if something was not cooked to perfection. Staff dinner was served 

and everyone except Alex was present in the front of the restaurant eating. She told us 

that she was running a bit behind schedule and that she needed to get on top of her 

station.  

Service was closing in and Peter was already showing signs of stress. Magnus told 

him to relax and take a deep breath. Even though the sous-chef was officially in 

charge of service it was clear that Magnus was still calling the shots. Magnus shouted 

out if everybody were on top of his or her game because service was coming up. They 

all answered, ‘Yes chef.’ Alex was also showing signs of stress. Just like he did with 

Peter Magnus calmed her down telling her to take a deep breath, drink some water 

and relax.  

Observing Service (18:00-22:00) 
Magnus shouted to Peter if he was ready to rock. Peter quietly mumbled, 

unconvincingly, that he was ready to rock. Magnus repeated the same line but in a 

mocking like tone, indirectly expressing his discontent with Peter’s rather indifferent 

attitude. Peter smiled uneasily. Orders started to come in. The sous-chef called out the 

first orders in a rather vaguely fashion. None of the apprentices responded. Magnus 

shouted back in a harsh tone telling the apprentices that they had to answer when 

tickets were called out. The apprentices promptly shouted back ‘Yes chef’! The sous-

chef looked slightly disarmed, as it was apparent that he was not in command. Even 

though the sous-chef was standing in the ‘pass’, the usual spot for the head chef, the 

shots were being called from the dessert station. The entire kitchen staff, except 

Magnus seemed fairly stressed out. Nevertheless they seemed to cope with the vast 

speed of incoming tickets. One of us commented on Magnus’ calm state of mind, 

expressing our astonishment of him being composed even though the kitchen was 

chaotically buzzing. Magnus told us, while plating desserts simultaneously, that if a 

head chef loses his or her cool the kitchen falls apart.  

Suddenly it became apparent that Alex was running behind in regards to the orders 

coming in. The sous-chef kept asking for tables 4, 5 and 8, but Alex was still working 

on tables 1 and 10. Magnus asked her if she was okay but she did not even reply him, 

clearly being stressed out. Magnus told her to step back, take a deep breath, and 

letting him finish the plates. Alex looked somewhat embarrassed. The sous-chef 
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shouted to Peter that the glace needed more salt. Peter instantly responded, ‘Yes chef.’ 

Once again Peter showed signs of stress. Magnus told him again to take a deep breath 

and get it together. It was clear that during service there was no time for meticulous 

instructions. Magnus and the sous-chef communicated in a precise and clear tone. The 

apprentices answered accordingly in the usual two-word sentence ‘Yes chef.’ The 

sous-chef called out the last order and the apprentices seemed relieved. It had been a 

busy night and everybody was tired. Magnus plated the final two desserts and Baldur 

and the apprentices slowly started to wash down the kitchen. Magnus left the kitchen 

to order new supplies for the next week. Mette appeared slightly annoyed expressing 

her discontent with Magnus leaving the kitchen in the middle of cleaning.  

Observations at Restaurant Spuntino 
At our arrival on the first day of observations at Spuntino, the kitchen was already 

buzzing. Loud music filled the cramped kitchen drowning out the noise of boiling 

pots and sizzling pans. ‘I’m a great chef when listening to Metallica’, shouted first 

year chef apprentice Robert, from the cold station, towards the back of the kitchen. 

Three faces emerged from the back of the kitchen with our presences at the back door 

of the kitchen: chef Trine who had been working in the kitchen for a couple of weeks, 

Maria first year chef apprentice and Sophie second year chef apprentice. There were 

no sign of head chef Andreas, whom we had met a few days before for a quick cup of 

coffee explaining the project. Trine greeted us somewhat puzzled when we stated our 

purpose. We quickly changed into chefs clothing, resembling the rest of the staff, and 

requested tasks from the apprentices. The request was highly welcomed and we 

slowly started to blend into the routines and rhythm of the Spuntino Kitchen. 

Observing prep (12:00 – 18:00) 
Simon tells funny stories from his first year of being an apprentice to the great liking 

of the two young apprentices. Conversation shifts addressing the problems 

encountered the day before. Robert expressed his major frustration of the poor 

relationship between the kitchen and the waiter staff. Explaining us, that Emilio, one 

of the waiters, seasoned the plates, which were already seasoned and ready to go. 

Maria agreed with Robert, stating that he always acts so arrogant, and that he has no 

business in the kitchen. Both expressing that they wished Andreas was present in the 

kitchen because the waiters show much more respect when he is around. 
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Trine apologetically mentions that she will leave the kitchen for an hour or so to go to 

the chiropractor. The apprentices nodded indifferently and Trine takes off. Robert 

expressed his concern with Andreas not being around that often. It seemed to Robert 

that Andreas lately had lost the passion for working in the kitchen. He told us that 

Andreas mainly sits at the computer all day and very rarely participates in the daily 

routines of kitchen work. Robert uttered his concern for not having enough guidance 

in order to fulfil the tasks properly and stressed his frustration of new chefs coming in 

every three weeks. Maria stepped into the conversation and agreed that it was not the 

same when he was not around, commenting that the chefs did not know the drills in 

the same way.  

Maria complained to Robert about the late notice of the work schedule for the month 

of May. Andreas called Robert, and not Trine, on the phone telling him to send over 

an apprentice to Les Trois Couchons. They were one apprentice short because of 

illness. It seemed odd to us that he did not ask to speak to Trine to let her know that 

she would be one apprentice short. None of the apprentices wanted to go, but in the 

end Sophie volunteered as everyone else was refusing to go. Sophie mentioned that 

she had previously worked there and knew the entire staff, so it was not so bad.  

Andreas suddenly arrived at the kitchen with supplies. The mood instantly changed. 

Right away Robert and Maria became quieter and more focused. They were no longer 

eager for conversing that much. Andreas needed help for unloading the supplies and 

carry them into the kitchen. The apprentices were now working faster with Andreas 

being in the kitchen. We offered our help referring to the staff being too busy to help. 

It was obvious that the apprentices wanted to give Andreas the impression that they 

were working hard. Robert proudly showed Andreas how well he had cleaned the 

Norwegian Lobsters, asking Andreas if he thought it was okay. Andreas did not really 

seem as if he took notice of the 15 kg of Norwegian Lobsters that were finely cut in 

half, systematically ordered on trays and topped with delicate parsley oil. He just told 

Robert to prepare some more as they would be very busy the next two days. Robert 

nodded rather disappointedly and started to prepare some more right away. Later on, 

when Andreas had left the kitchen we asked Robert about the situation with the 

Lobsters. He explained that at times it would be nice with a little more appraisal, so 

you actually feel that someone is appreciating your job.  
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Trine’s role in the kitchen had also changed with the presence of Andreas. She did not 

address the apprentices in the same way as prior to Andreas entering the kitchen. 

Before Andreas entered the kitchen, she often left her own station to make sure that 

the apprentices did not fall behind. Nevertheless, with the presence of Andreas, she 

stayed at her own station. Trine seemed much more focused on getting her own 

station ready and was working at a vast pace. She asked Andreas if the gnocchi dough 

looked all right, as it had been a while since she had made Gnocchi from the start. He 

replied with a nod. Trines role had changed from being in charge to wanting 

recognition and follow instructions. Andreas whistle calling everyone over to show 

the entire kitchen staff on how to pack the take-away boxes properly. They had a 

costumer complaint the day before, telling that the panna cotta was melted because it 

was packed in the same box as the hot main course. He seemed rather frustrated that 

this had happen, telling them that it is not rocket science, that if you put warm and 

cold things in the same box, things like panna cottas will melt. Trine and the 

apprentices were focused, while Andreas showed how to organize the take away 

boxes. At the same time, he commented that the mousse was not spooned in the right 

egg-like fashion, demonstrating how to do it properly. Maria attempted to do it but 

had difficulties making the egg like shape. She frustratingly looked at Andreas. 

Andreas told her that she had to learn and that he, by the way, had to leave, telling her 

she should show him next time he would be in the kitchen.  

The mood changed instantly with Andreas leaving the kitchen. The atmosphere was 

yet again loose and relaxed. The working pace slowed down and Maria started to joke 

about Robert and his taste in music. She thought Metallica was for losers and Trine 

agreed. Trine put on Nick & Jay and the two girls started to dance the rhythm while 

singing along. Robert jokingly told them that they are disgusting. 

 Trine mentioned to Robert that the batch of pate he had made was not quite up to the 

standard that she thought it should be. Robert brushed her off stating that he had made 

it exactly like Andreas had told him to make it. Later on the rhubarbs were not 

marinated properly and Trine told Robert to fix it. Robert thought they were okay but 

finally accepted to do something about it. Robert seemed to have difficulties with 

handling critique from Trine. There was a significant difference in the way Robert 

responded to instructions from Trine compared to instructions from Andreas. He 

questioned instruction from Trine challenging her authority. The same situation 
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appeared a little while after, but this time with Maria. Trine came up with an idea of 

how to optimize work, but Maria relied on her own way, regardless of the fact that 

Trine had a point, obvious to everyone else. Nevertheless, Trine did not try to enforce 

her doing it differently, but walked back to her own station, looking somewhat 

unconcernedly. When asking Maria why she did not follow Trine’s suggestions she 

said that it worked better for her and that she did it the way she had been taught. 

Observing service (18-22) 
The mood changed, as service is about to begin. The atmosphere was tenser and 

everybody appeared to be focused on getting his or her station ready. Trine was in 

charge of the main courses and the apprentices were in charge of entrees and desserts. 

Orders started to come in and Robert showed early signs of stress. He did not call for 

help. No one seemed to notice. Simon jumped in to help.  

Service was on full speed. There was no music and everyone was focused on running 

his or her station effectively. Trine checked up on the apprentices making sure they 

were not falling behind. Robert was struggling a bit so Simon kept assisting him with 

the entrees. One of us (Simon) told Robert that he, in the heat of the moment, forgot 

to season the Carpaccio before putting Ruccola on it. He said it did not matter. The 

guests could just do it themselves. Simon looked puzzled. We later asked him if he 

would have done this if Andreas had been in the kitchen, and he promptly answered 

no. We asked why not and he said that when Andreas was around there was much 

more focus on the detail. We asked what Trine’s approach to this was, and he 

answered that she had a much more relaxed attitude and that she hardly check the 

plates leaving the kitchen. Maria started to complain about the waiters again. She was 

frustrated that they were falling behind and that they were simply ignoring her. Trine 

answered with a despondent attitude, saying that she would talk to Andreas. Later on, 

Trine admitted that she was annoyed with the waiters that did not recognize her 

calling the shot when Andreas was not around. 

Things slowed down and Trine asked Robert if he wanted to be head chef for a while 

plating main courses. He said he was too tired. Trine accepted it, though telling him 

that it was a valuable experience. Maria said it could be fun and agreed on plaiting. 

Trine stood beside her and corrected her with minor details. Maria smiled and joked 

about Robert being a chicken for not accepting the challenge.  
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Maria prepared the final order for dessert. She seemed pleased that the shift was 

finally over. Robert placed some cold beers on the counter of the cold station while 

we all started cleaning the kitchen. Everyone seemed tired but kept a steady pace 

while cleaning the kitchen before going home. 
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Chapter V 
Analysis/Discussion 

As previously mentioned, using a metaphorical approach has the potential to shed 

new light on leadership dynamics in gourmet kitchens. The focus on the dynamics and 

demand for different roles in the different settings is a way to prove that through 

metaphors we can better understand the dynamics going on. Hence, in this chapter, we 

analyze and discuss our findings. We look at the three dominant root metaphors of 

leadership in the gourmet restaurant kitchen: head chef as parent, as teacher and as 

commander to trace out the complex dynamics playing out in gourmet restaurant 

kitchens.  

Head chef as parent    

‘Love well, whip well’  

    - Benjamin Franklin 

In this section, we explore the metaphor of the head chef as a parent. According to 

the Oxford English Dictionary, a parent is: ‘a person who is one of the progenitors of 

a child, a father or mother. Also, in extended use: a woman or man who takes on 

parental responsibilities towards a child’. Hence, the word parent also indicates that it 

is not strictly necessary to be biological related to enact parenting and therefore 

making it particularly useful in this case.  

The Leader-led relationships are resultant to parent children dynamics in many ways. 

Leaders, like parents are figures whose role includes caring, disciplining and acting 

like a role model, presenting a dependency of apprentices (children) on head chefs 

(parents). Leaders and followers form emotional relationship functions in many 

respects like parents and children. Parents protect, praise, support and guide their 

children through life, helping them to grow into functioning and independent adults.    

Looking at the leadership literature, this corresponds very well with what Bass (1999) 

refers to as transformational leadership, being sensitive, accessible for personal needs 

and for development and growth. Shamir (1992) refers to it in a similar way, talking 
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about developing autonomy and initiative in the follower, or creating feelings of 

admiration and pride in being near him or her.                                                                                                  

Drawing a parallel to leaders as parents, the transformational leader is able to advance 

the followers’ level of maturity, promoting the importance to achievements in self-

actualization, as well as their concern for well being of others is actually in sum the 

impact of transformational leadership reflection in motivation and empowerment 

(Popper, 2003:43). In this regard, Burns (1978) addresses the motivational aspect by 

employing the theory of the hierarchy of needs by, Maslow. Stating that physiological 

security, social, self-esteem and self-actualization are the core of human needs. Only 

by ensuring the lower levels of needs does the motivation to satisfy a higher level 

arise, while self-actualization needs are deemed unlimited. Furthermore, Burns 

proposes that transformational leaders motivate their followers to accomplish the 

uppermost level of need satisfaction that is to say the self-actualization.                                                                                                                                                         

According to Popper (2003) and 

Bass (1999), transformational 

leaders try to increase the 

followers’ independence and 

encourage them to think 

autonomously, critically and raise 

their level of self-confidence and 

expanding their creativity and 

risk taking. Nonetheless, there 

are aspects of this metaphor that 

deserves further explanation. The 

caring parent and the strict parent best captures the images of leadership constructed 

in the master-apprentice relationship. The image of head chef as parent is explained 

in the figure above:  

The Caring Parent 
Most of the times, parents are sensitive, available and always responsive to their 

children’s need. Parents use care to comfort or simply create a safe haven for their 

children when needed. The caring parent achieves this by engaging in warm, loving 

and accepting emotional communication (Cassidy, 1994, cited in Popper, 2003:45). 

Expressions: 

• ‘We are like a close-knit family’ 
• ‘Sometimes they are like little children’ 
• ‘Don’t let him fool you, he can be really hard’ 

Shared understanding: 

• Caring: Available, Sensitive, Warm, 
Emotionally open 

• Strict: Setting limitations, Strict moral bounds, 
Tough 

Leadership entailment: Raising a Family 

Root metaphor: Head Chef as Parent 
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On various occasions, we observed a need for care from superiors, even though 

kitchens are subdued to a very masculine culture. This is partly explained by the fact 

that some of the apprentices start their apprenticeship not even being of age. Without 

a doubt, this demands for a certain type of leadership. The leadership demanded is 

largely attached to the head chefs being observant about people’s well being:  

‘Magnus really cares for his staff. He’s truly interested in what is going on in one’s 

life. He seems to have a sixth sense in regards to reading people. He instantly knows 

if you are having a bad day. If you are having a lousy day he always asks if you want 

to talk about it. If you don’t want to talk about it it’s perfectly fine. I really appreciate 

that aspect about Magnus’.  

        (Apprentice, Mette) 

The same notion of care was evident during service when one apprentice was clearly 

stressed out unable to keep up with the vast pace. The head chef showed a sense of 

care by gently calming the apprentice down, offering a glass of water. Moreover, the 

apprentices expressed working in the kitchen as belonging to a family. They 

emphasized the great importance of a caring work environment. This was apparent in 

both restaurants: 

‘It’s nice that all of the apprentices have such a close relationship. There’s a great 

focal point on the social aspect. I truly appreciate the strong sense of community in 

the kitchen’.  

        (Apprentice, Sophie) 

‘I really appreciate that Magnus is always available if you have problems. For 

instance if you are having personal issues and you’re in a bad mood then Magnus 

makes sure that he’s not too demanding of you during the day’.  

        (Apprentice, Alex) 

Here we identify the idealistic picture of the good parent that one also finds in 

elements of the leadership literature (e.g. Popper 2003). In the same way as a good 

parent is expected to be emotionally open and expressive, Bass (1985) and Zaleznik 

(1992) note that, leaders have to be able to communicate using emotional messages. 
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In the same way leaders also have to give individual attention by listening, being 

sensitive and accessible for personal needs (Howell, 1988)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

However, our findings show that head chefs are not always aware of when caring 

leadership is demanded by the apprentices. Support, encouragement as well as 

appraisal are among the most critical elements of the apprenticeship process. The 

apprentices need these aspects in order to grow. Moreover, this connection to 

leadership is only reasonable through the notion of what we observed and heard. 

Some of the dynamics we experienced indicated more a need for a parent than a need 

for a boss, in contrast to the chefs looking for a managerial role from superiors setting 

the boundaries of tasks. This means that the apprentices construct an image of a 

certain role in a particular situation. As showed above, this corresponds well to the 

characteristics of the transformational leader. The following exchange is between an 

apprentice and the head chef during prep:  

R: ‘How does the panna cotta look chef’?  

A: ‘It looks all right, but is that all you made? I think we need more. We have many 

guests coming in the next couple of days’. 

R: ‘Yes chef, I’ll make some more right away’  

The exchange is an example of the apprentice asking for appraisal and the head chef 

failing to understand the apprentice’s need for a pad on the back. Head chefs failing to 

recognize when appraisal is needed creates much frustration in the minds of the 

apprentices. As Wax (1957) notes, feedback is needed in relation to validating 

performance. Seeing that apprenticeship, from an apprentice perspective, is a process 

of socialization, apprentices, therefore, need appraisal in order to validate that they are 

on the right track.  

Yet another example illustrating the inconsistency in the perception of leadership 

enacted is when we asked one of the head chefs if the apprentices always could 

approach him in regards to personal problems. ‘Yeah of course they can approach me 

if they want to, my door is always open’. When asked the same question, the 

apprentices in one of the restaurants largely replied in the same manner, ‘we seldom 

approach him with problems. It’s because we have a hard time reading him’. This 

illustrates how followers construct leadership. In the above-mentioned example, they 
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interpret the leadership enacted by the head chef in a negative way. In other words, 

there is a mismatch between the head chef thinking he is doing leadership and the 

apprentices perceiving it as such. This notion goes well in hand with Knippenberg et 

al. (2007) stating that leadership is essentially in the eye of the beholder: ‘If not 

interpreted as leadership by followers, it is not leadership’. 

The Strict Parent     
Sometimes, raising children demand for other things than tender, love and care.  

Every so often, good parenting calls for tough love in order to build character and 

develop children with a sound sense of reality. The strict parent expresses devotion to 

his family by supporting and protecting them. However, this is sometimes done by 

setting and enforcing strict moral bounds and by inculcating self-discipline, and self-

reliance, through hard work (Lakoff, 1995:11). The need for the strict parent emerged 

when the apprentices expressed what type of superior they desired. Normally 

disciplinary, tough and strict actions are not often seen in contemporary leadership 

literature as means to grow and develop subordinates in a positive way. Nonetheless, 

the apprentices in various occasion uttered the importance of the head chef fulfilling a 

disciplinary role similar to the one of a strict parent:  

‘Most of the times he’s genuinely warm and caring but he sure does know how to 

discipline as well. Sometimes, he can be really tough, but I know it’s for my own 

good’.  

(Apprentice, Mette) 

The role of the strict parent was also evident in the minds of the head chefs. They 

stressed the importance for this role in order for the apprentices to become more self-

reliant and more self-disciplined. Rules and boundaries are needed in order to grow. 

One head chef talked about tearing down the apprentices’ foundation before 

rebuilding it. ‘It’s important that they learn humbleness. They need to understand that 

they are not star chefs just because they work with fine dining cooking techniques. If 

they get too cocky, I make sure they understand that peeling hundreds of potatoes are 

equally important. It is crucial for the apprentices to survive working in a kitchen in 

the long run’. 
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Turning to leadership literature this view goes well in hand with leadership defined as 

authentic. Authentic leadership can be seen as leaders being deeply aware of how they 

think, behave and are perceived by others as being aware of their own and others 

values, knowledge, and strengths, aware of the context in which they operate and who 

are confident, hopeful, optimistic, resilient, and of high moral character (Avolio & 

Gardner et al. 2004:804).   

In another example, we observed the lack of the strict parent. One of the apprentices 

was asked by one of the chefs to be in charge of the hot station on a slow night. 

However, the apprentice turned down the gesture of being offered a valuable 

experience explaining that he was perfectly fine on the cold station that is less 

demanding. The head chef not being present showed a problem in maintaining the 

structure for the apprentices to become more self-reliant. Moreover, chefs do not have 

the same authority nor do they feel the same responsibility for developing apprentices. 

This was apparent during both prep and service: 

‘If the apprentices want to know something I guess they will ask for my guidance. I 

don’t mind them asking for guidance but it’s really up to them.’ 

       (Chef Numéro 64, Carsten) 

‘They don’t listen to me in the same way as they listen to Andreas. When Andreas is 

here they are much more focused and they don’t question instructions’. 

       (Chef Spuntino, Trine) 

In one of the restaurants, the apprentices expressed a sense of frustration due to the 

lack of structure and discipline, ‘I really wish that Andreas was more in the kitchen. 

At times, it gets frustrating when there is no one calling the shots and structuring 

work. For instance, the other day Trine asked one of the apprentices to do a task 

differently but she didn’t listen to her. I don’t like when there is no respect’.  On 

different occasions, it was visible that the apprentices had a tendency to emphasize the 

influence and significance of the head chef, when determining superior kitchen 

performance. In the same way as Meindl et al. (1985) talk of ‘the romance of 

leadership’, a social construction, where followers construct their own idea about the 

leader.   
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‘It’s important that my relationship to my subordinates does not get too friendly. Of 

course, there has to be room for hanging around after the shift drinking some beers. 

However, it’s important that you in the meantime create a certain form for distance. 

You need that in order to maintain a sense of respect or else it simply does not work 

properly’. 

       (Head chef Spuntino, Andreas) 

‘Work has to be fun but I clearly make sure that it doesn’t get too confusing. If I 

socialize too much with the apprentices, e.g. drinking beer or go out partying with 

them they might start seeing me as a friend and that’s dangerous. I try to make it as 

fun as possible for them. I play music, joke around etc., but I’m very aware not to 

cross the line’.   

       (Head chef, Numéro 64, Magnus) 

The above-mentioned examples demonstrate that the head chefs are aware of the 

dangers of being too caring. In other words they try to be friendly but not friends. It is 

always good to be a friendly leader. However, you should clear the boundary of being 

a friendly boss instead of being a friend. Sometimes leaders have to make tough 

decisions regarding people in their team. People will attempt to take advantage of 

their relationship if the leader is too friendly to their followers (Alvesson & Spicer, 

2011). It shows the complicated nature that lies in the parent role, which the 

apprentices often desire. The complexity lies in the fact that the apprentices are 

subject to the same asymmetrical relationship as parents and children. This 

asymmetrical relationship shapes the base for psychological dependence (Popper, 

2003:56). We see these dynamics between parents and children as well as between 

apprentices and head chefs, consequently making the metaphor very insightful when 

understanding complex kitchen dynamics. Though much leadership literature 

questions the asymmetrical relationship (e.g. post-heroic leadership, see Badaracco, 

2002) our findings illustrate that this dependency in the kitchen context is not 

essentially negative, given that it is used in order to satisfy needs and attain 

aspirations.         
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Head Chef as Teacher 

‘The man who can make hard things easy is the educator’ 

- Ralph Waldo Emerson (American Philosopher)  

In this section, we look at the metaphor of the head chef as teacher. Teaching in its 

most essential form is defined as imparting knowledge or information as well as 

giving instructions professionally or encouraging someone to accept something as a 

principle (Mac OS X Leopard dictionary). We have selected the metaphor because of 

its obvious attractiveness in the setting of the master-apprentice relationship and 

because aspects linked to learning seemed particularly important in the minds of 

apprentices and head chefs.  

Stephenson (2001) describes five characteristics of extraordinary teachers in general: 

First, they have great passion for their work, especially for learning and the people 

they serve. Second, they know what to teach, how to teach, and how to improve. 

Third, they connect exceptionally well with students, demonstrating strong 

communication skills. Fourth, they challenge students to reach their full potential, in 

part by holding high and demanding standards. Finally, they get extraordinary results. 

Moreover, in his studies Stephenson found that extraordinary teachers were capable of 

opening their hearts and minds and influencing their attitude and behaviours. He 

discovered that the best teachers helped the students to find meaning, directions and 

satisfying their lives. Though his study was concentrated on college students, we 

believe that these characteristics are applicable to understand the role of the head chef 

as a teacher in the kitchen context and the use of the metaphor leader as teacher.  

Kouzes and Posner (1996) argue that people learn through three experiences: trial and 

error, observation of others, and education, which result in three leadership services: 

guidance, facilitation, and input. Moreover, they state that leaders possess a positive 

emotional buy-in to the success of their followers, as do teachers with their students. 

Jackson and Parry (2008) also contribute to this strand of literature, stating that 

leadership in many ways is similar to schooling. In the same way as leadership 

develops followers from dependence to autonomy, schooling develops children 

through adolescence into adulthood. This goes well in hand with the notion of 

authentic transformational leadership. Opposite inauthentic leaders that are concerned 

about maintaining the dependence of followers, authentic transformational leaders are 

http://quotes/�
http://quotes/�
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concerned bringing about change in followers’ values by the merit and relevancy of 

the leader’s ideas for the ultimate benefit for the followers (Jackson, B. et al, 

2008:98).  

Yet, another important aspect of head chefs as teachers is the notion of expert 

knowledge. The head chefs being superior to the apprentices in terms of knowledge is 

similar to what Daft (2008) refers to as expert power. He argues that when a leader is 

a true expert, subordinates go along with recommendations because of his or her 

superior knowledge. Hazelton (2002) further states that leaders need credibility for 

fostering a learning environment. The credibility comes with the willingness to 

change and grow by staying current in their field. In other words, he argues that 

leaders have to be long life 

learners. Nonetheless, there are 

a number of aspects of this 

metaphor that deserves further 

explanation. Therefore, we look 

at root metaphors related to the 

head chef as teacher. The 

supervisor and the expert best 

captures the roles constructed 

by apprentices and head chefs, 

explained in the figure on the 

right: 

The Supervisor  
A form of leadership, as expressed by head chefs, is to be able to tend to apprentices’ 

needs by acting as a supervisor guiding them through apprenticeship. The apprentices, 

who are particularly in need of this role to grow as training chefs, equally recognize 

this form of leadership.   

The supervisor in its most basic form observes and directs the work of someone 

(Merriam-Webster). Supervising in this setting is viewed in somewhat the same way 

as Harden et al. (2000) talk about mentoring as a special relationship that develops 

between two persons with the mentor always being there with support but not for 

dependency.  The balance between support and not creating dependency is the core in 

Expressions: 

• ‘At times I don’t feel that we learn enough’ 
• ‘He’s a technical wizard’ 
• ‘It just takes practice’ 

Shared understanding:  

• Supervisor: Structure, Developing, Guidance, 
Patience, Mentoring 

• Expert: Knowledge, Challenging, Perfection, 
Training 

Leadership entailment: Educating students  

Root metaphor: Head Chef as Teacher   
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the apprenticeship process (Mainiero, 1986). In many ways, apprenticeship is about 

the right amount of scaffolding neither too little nor too much in order for the 

apprentices to develop in a positive way. One of the head chefs expressed his 

understanding of that every apprentice is different in the need for supervision:  

‘I try to do things on a very individual basis. For instance, I cannot tend to Mette’s 

cares in the same way as Peter. He’s 27 and in a serious relationship. Mette has just 

moved away from home. They are all different in the way they deal with critique’.  

(Head Chef Numéro 64, Magnus) 

He also stressed the importance of giving everyone the notion of that even though 

they all needed different kinds of supervision they were all equally favoured in terms 

of attention. Much in line with Graen & Uhl-Bien (1995) stating the importance for 

leaders neither to treat followers as similar entities with common goals, nor to be 

selective in whom they choose to favour. 

Furthermore, the apprentices also need the head chef to gradually fade away so they at 

some point can spread their wings and leave the nest. During our observations, we 

identified many episodes where the role of the supervisor was visible. We identified 

three degrees of supervision sought after by the apprentices: (1) Observe and Direct, 

(2) Observe and Adjust, (3) Observe and Fade.  

The following exchange is taken from one of the observations during prep, between 

head chef Andreas and apprentice, Maria (Observe and Direct):  

A: ‘Maria, I’m not fully convinced about the form of the egg-shaped duck liver 

mousse you have spooned. It needs a bit more finesse. Try to make a gentler motion 

when spooning. Just like this (Andreas shows her how to do it). 

M: Arrgh it’s so difficult, I’ll never learn it’.  

A: ‘Maria, take it easy, of course you’ll learn it just takes practice. Rome wasn’t built 

in a day you know. Practice and show me again tomorrow’. 

M: ‘Yes chef’.  

Here we have an example of the head chef creating the right conditions for Maria to 

improve her skills. This is done by not completing the task for her but showing her 
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how to execute it instead. The example also illustrates another important aspect of 

apprenticeship, learning by repetition. Repetition is crucial for the apprentices to 

improve skills. However, it can also have a negative impact on the apprentices’ 

motivation if not balanced as expressed by one head chef, ‘I make sure that the 

apprentices do not get exposed to too much routine in their daily tasks. Routine is a 

dangerous thing when looked at from a creative perspective. The apprentices tend to 

relax in a negative way’ if they fall into a routine based work rhythm. The problem 

from an apprentice’s perspective is that kitchen tasks often become tedious when 

repeated numerous times. At Spuntino, apprentices expressed a greater sense of 

frustration than those of restaurant Numéro 64 that offer a more challenging 

gastronomic level of cooking.  

The second degree of supervision (Observe and Adjust) was also identified numerous 

times. In one example, we observed Mette asking Magnus how he wanted a certain 

reduction of carrots to taste like. Magnus told her to taste the reduction herself and 

then tell him if it needed further seasoning. Mette tasted it and expressed the need for 

a little more sugar. Magnus tasted the reduction and agreed, telling her to add a 

squeeze of lemon to adjust the balance. In this example, Magnus does not interfere 

much but merely observes and adjusts Mette’s execution of the task.   

The third degree of supervision (Observe and Fade) was also observed on various 

occasions, especially during one particular service on a not so busy Tuesday night. 

Magnus asked Alex to lead service, who happily accepted the challenge. Magnus took 

a more passive role telling her that she was calling the shot: 

‘It’s really nerve wrecking to tell your head chef that he needs to be  ready to go with 

table four in two minutes, but at the same time it’s so educational and you gain 

valuable  experience. You get a feeling of what it takes to lead the kitchen’. 

(Apprentice, Alex)              

Magnus explained that he also gained valuable insights when shortly giving away the 

role as head chef. He told us that the way the apprentices handled the difficult task of 

leading the kitchen, mirrored his abilities as a leader. The change in roles also showed 

to some extent what it is like to be an apprentice. Additionally he told us that the 
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notion of observing and gradually fading away was an important aspect of making the 

apprentices more confident with the role as chef.   

Although the observations of the supervisor have a superficial element of positively 

developing the individual, it also contains elements of performance control. Head 

chefs cannot be concerned with the improvement of the apprentices only for the mere 

sake of the apprentices as expressed by head chef Magnus, ‘It’s a business you know. 

It’s my job on the line if I do not comply with performance measures set by top 

management’.  

However, balancing the right amount of support and guidance is indeed a complex 

matter. In many ways, it has to do with head chefs being patient, nevertheless the 

stressful environment of kitchens do not always provide the most suitable conditions 

for handing down knowledge and skills. On many occasions, we experienced that 

head chefs took over when the apprentices seemed to struggle with some of the tasks. 

One of the apprentices expressed her frustration with the head chef, sometimes, 

stepping in and finishing tasks: 

‘I know that we are always fighting against the clock, nonetheless it’s so annoying 

when he takes over. It sometimes makes me feel disregarded’. 

(Apprentice, Mette)  

The apprentices did not only express this issue. The head chef at Spuntino also 

recognized this problem, ‘I know how things should be done. I can do them fast and 

then quickly move on to the next thing. It’s the simplest and most effective way to get 

things done. Nevertheless, deep down inside I know that in the long run it’s not going 

to work out neither for the apprentices or me, but I do it because it’s the easy way 

out’. The following example, furthermore, shows the constraints stressed by the 

context of service:  

‘… Alex, move out of the way. I’ll finish plating those dishes, the guests are hungry 

you know. We can’t leave them waiting if we want them to come back’.  

(Head chef Numéro 64, Magnus)      
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The Expert  
From time to time, experts are called in when needed for advice on their respective 

subject. This has to be seen in the light of that they are widely recognized as a reliable 

source of technique or skill. The expert’s faculty for judging or deciding wisely is 

accorded authority by his or her peers or the public, in a specific well distinguished 

domain (Harden et al 2000:10). In other words, the expert is believed to have special 

knowledge of a subject beyond that of the average person, in the same way as head 

chefs have superior skills compared to apprentices. The Expert was an important role 

sought after by the apprentices, throughout the whole apprenticeship process. Many 

times, this was expressed as being essential in what they perceived as an 

indispensable trait for being a good head chef: 

‘He’s a kitchen wizard. Technically, he is so superior. It’s amazing how much he 

actually knows. He uses the same techniques as in many Michelin restaurants. We 

work a lot with ‘texturas10

(Apprentice, Mette) 

’, which is the foundation of molecular gastronomy. We 

learn so much. It’s inspiring the way he works with food.    

The expert played out mostly during prep, but we also experienced this off time. 

Many apprentices voluntarily show up every Saturday to pick wild herbs with one of 

the head chefs. This has to do with the valuable insight the apprentices seek in the 

world of fine dining:  

‘When I finish my apprenticeship, I plan on going to California to work on one of the 

Michelin restaurants there. In California, they particularly specialize in sustainable 

produce. Therefore, to me it is really rewarding to have a head chef who has the 

knowledge and can teach me where to find the little treasures in nature’.   

(Apprentice, Alex) 

One of the head chefs also expressed the importance of his superior knowledge as a 

crucial element in running a successful kitchen. He stressed that his background in 

                                                        
10 A series of techniques like foams, clouds etc., that have brought about an evolution in 
professional cooking. 
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many Michelin restaurants has given him a strong foundation for passing on the 

secrets of the trade. Additionally, he expressed a strong sense of responsibility for 

educating good chefs, really liking the idea of developing people. ‘I teach them to 

prepare dishes using only two or three elements. If you are a great chef you really 

don’t need more elements than that to create sophisticated dishes’. 

Here we recognize the idealistic picture of the good teacher. However, as earlier 

mentioned, being an expert gives power because the subordinates lack important 

knowledge in order to develop. One of the third year apprentices expressed 

questionable teaching, explaining that he himself, in his first year of apprenticeship 

working in a different restaurant, once had followed an arrogant, sadistic, Michelin 

stared, chef in the hopes of tapping into his pool of knowledge: 

 ‘He was a total asshole. He didn’t give a rat’s ass about anyone else but himself. 

Most of the times, we were only allowed to bake bread or peel vegetables. 

Nevertheless being in that kind of environment still teaches how to strive for 

perfection. You learn that it is a lot of hard work to stay at the top.’  

(Apprentice, Peter) 

In one occasion, we observed how the expert power, as the head chef possess, was 

used not in the best interest of the apprentices but rather to protect the head chef  

himself because of the lack of knowledge in molecular gastronomy techniques, sought 

after by the apprentices. In the same way as inauthentic leaders, displaying 

characteristics of pseudo transformational leadership, we experienced one of the head 

chefs ignoring the apprentices’ desire for work that is more challenging, stating that, 

‘Often they want to learn about molecular gastronomy techniques. I don’t know shit 

about that so I always tell them to forget about it. I tell them that it is not that 

important.  I truly believe that what they learn from me here in the restaurant is more 

beneficial for the apprentices in the long run’. 

When asking the apprentices at Spuntino how they perceived the head chef as a 

teacher they expressed the opposite in regards to learning. They did not feel that they 

learned enough uttering concern for their development as training chefs. They 

highlighted the style of food not being challenging enough at times, therefore looking 

towards the head chef as teacher for complying with their needs for improving skills: 
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‘I simply get bored with doing something unexciting as for instance trifle that even a 

kid can make if he or she follows a recipe. I want to do something more challenging. I 

want to learn more technical stuff’.   

(Apprentice, Robert) 

On various occasions, we experienced the emergence of frustration when the head 

chef, to a lesser degree was able to accommodate the desire for improving skills. The 

head chef did not express any desire to develop his own skills. Moreover, he 

expressed that what he brought to the table, was enough to develop excellent chefs. 

However, the apprentices seemed to know the underlying reasoning of why he 

neglected this particular style of cooking affecting his credibility as a teacher: 

‘There is no one here at Spuntino that can teach me the more technical aspects of 

cooking that you see in fine dining. Andreas says it’s not important but I know it’s 

because he’s not familiar with this type of cuisine’.  

(Apprentice, Maria) 

In general, the illustrations show that the teacher role is present during the different 

kitchen settings. However, we also highlight that the context plays an important role 

influencing the degree of knowledge being handed down. Service is a unique situation 

materializing the kitchen as a business. This can at times create an ambiguous and 

complex environment for the apprentices as they depend on the head chef in order to 

develop as training chefs. In the same way as we highlighted in the paragraph, Head 

Chef as Parent, there exists an asymmetrical relationship. In the meantime, our 

findings illustrate that different roles are sought, depending on certain situations. At 

times head chefs complied with the demanded role, consequently lowering the degree 

of the frustrating nature of apprenticeship in general. At other times, the kitchen 

context made it difficult for head chefs to sustain the role as teacher as the kitchen 

primarily is a business expected to generate profit. This was especially seen during 

service hours, which, in general, demands a role in many ways contraire to the 

teacher.  
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Head chef as Commander 

‘Leadership involves leading from the front. This requires brutal and pushy demands on 

followers’  

- Jack Welch (Former CEO GE) 

In this section, we look at the metaphor of the head chef as commander. The 

commander in its most basic form has to do with giving authoritative orders, being in 

charge of a unit and dominate a strategic position from a superior height (Mac OS X 

Leopard dictionary). We have selected the metaphor because of its strong 

apparentness in the setting of the gourmet kitchen.  

Aside from the loss of life, the setting of a gourmet kitchen is much as a battlefield 

and the rank structure in many kitchens reflect the military style of the chain of 

command procedures. Obviously, the notion of a commander in today’s organizations 

goes against the majority of contemporary theories of leadership. These theories 

emphasize a more humanistic approach and stress the importance of empowerment, 

commitment and involvement. However, many aspects of military life still 

characterize leadership in organizations (Grint 2000, cited in Spicer & Alvesson et al. 

2011:120).  Spicer & Alvesson (2011) talk of leaders also being daring and willing to 

make tough decisions in order to ultimately push for victory. They state that in many 

situations this task will not be achievable using soft techniques. Hence, sometimes 

leadership requires hard decisions and enforcement of social order.     

Jackson & Parry (2008) contribute to this strand of literature stating that leadership in 

many ways is equal to captaincy. They use the dual metaphor of captaincy of a 

sporting team and captaincy as a military rank. The captaincy of a sporting team is 

expected to ensure teamwork in the same way as expected by the leader. The military 

captain is expected to provide morale and welfare for his troops in the same way as 

expected by the leader.   

In many ways, observing service resembles times of crisis or professional team sport 

matches. Scholars (e.g. Popper 2001, Shamir 1991) argue that in times of crisis the so-

called ‘regressive’ tendencies of the led are intensified. Consequently, the tendency to 

merge with the leader and lose self-autonomy is more likely. This is often seen during 

service hours where the apprentices, to a certain extent, appear to be mechanical cogs 
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obeying without ever questioning any command. This was observed in the following 

exchange between head chef Magnus and apprentice Peter, while producing hundreds 

of plates on a single Saturday night during service hours:  

M: ‘Peter, where’s the black berry reduction for eight plates’ 

P: ‘Yes chef, one minute’ 

M: ‘I needed it a minute ago god damn-it’ 

P:  ‘Yes chef’  

M: ‘Are we ready to plate or what’? 

P: ‘Yes chef’  

In both kitchens there seems to exist a shared understanding of never questioning the 

commands given by the head chefs during service. Though some commands may be 

questionable at times, the consequence of not following blindly will be greater. 

During service, the main 

objective is to ‘win the battle’. 

Disregarding any command 

could jeopardize the whole 

operation. In the meantime, there 

are aspects of this root metaphor 

that deserves further explanation. 

The Leader of the Charge and the 

Ass-Kicker are underlying 

aspects capturing the essence of 

this particular image, explained 

in the figure on the right:  

The Leader of the Charge 
The Leader of the Charge seeks to inspire his or her followers by leading the battle 

from the front, enthusiastically charging head-on into action. Notorious leaders as 

Alexander the Great, Mahatma Gandhi and Florence Nightingale are great example of 

this type of leader, never showing weakness always leading from the front. Showing 

signs of weakness can be devastating in a kitchen context as it spreads through the 

Expressions: 

• ‘Each is in charge of their own station’ 
• ‘Service is a matter of life and death’ 
• ‘There must be discipline above all’ 

Shared understanding:  

• The Ass-kicker: Discipline, Authority, 
Respect, Fear 

• Leader of the charge: Visibility, Cool Calm 
Collected, Charismatic, Inspiration, 
Passionate 

Leadership entailment: Commanding the troops 

Root metaphor: Head Chef as Commander 
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ranks. In several occasions we observed how service hours in particular can get really 

chaotic. This particular setting demanded a certain kind of leader. Often we observed 

the apprentices clearly being stressed out and confused, therefore seeking a captain to 

safely steer the ship back to port. In the following example we encountered head chef 

Magnus addressing a concrete problem that was faced by apprentice Peter. The 

exchange played out on a Saturday night during a very busy service. Peter was barely 

hanging on trying to keep up with a full service: 

M: ‘Peter, are you okay with the garnish’? 

M:’ Peter, talk to me. Are you in trouble’? 

P: ‘Yes chef, I’m out of asparagus and I’m running low on artichoke puree’.   

M: ‘Don’t worry. I’ll take care of the asparagus and artichokes. Just concentrate on 

what you’re doing’.    

In the latter example the head chef takes on some of the apprentice’s responsibilities 

even though he is busy plating numerous of dishes him-self. One of the apprentices 

when asked how a good head chef leads the kitchen also praised this certain type of 

actions:  

 ‘A good head chef is one that is not afraid of working hard. He does not only 

delegate work but participate too, also when it comes to boring tasks’.  

(Apprentice, Robert) 

Here we see the idealistic picture of the good commander. In a similar way, Jackson 

& Parry (2008) talk about good leaders as military captains fighting the good fight as 

well as putting the welfare of their troops before their own. By leading through doing, 

the leader is able to build up respect in the eyes of their followers (Spicer & Alvesson 

et al., 2011:131).     

However, respect can also be lost if the head chef do not participate in the day-to-day 

practice that the apprentices are involved in. Several apprentices told us that there was 

nothing more disincentive, in regards to kitchen work, than a chef not participating in 

tasks that are more tedious. A repeating example told by the apprentices, was that of 

the head chef and chefs, at restaurant Numéro 64, leaving the kitchen after a busy 
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service to watch YouTube videos leaving the apprentices to clean the whole kitchen 

by themselves. The apprentices expressed a great sense of frustration in regards to 

actions like this:  

‘Sometimes he disappears. Then I get somewhat shaky because I don’t know where he 

is. It’s really annoying.’   

(Apprentice, Peter) 

‘It’s irritating when Andreas sits all day by the computer ordering produce for the 

restaurant. When he participates in the actual work, running the hot station, 

everything runs smoother’.    

(Apprentice, Robert)  

In the mean time, we occasionally identified that the way head chefs think they affect 

the kitchen environment, is sometimes seen differently in the eyes of the apprentices. 

Magnus expressed, ‘that it is important not to lose your cool as head chef as insecurity 

spreads out through the ranks just like cancer’. He further told us that even though he 

might feel stressed out or in a bad mood he would never show it. However, the 

apprentices had somewhat another view on how Magnus sometimes affected life in 

the kitchen. The following example is from a conversation with one of the apprentices 

during prep:       

‘Magnus really controls the atmosphere. If he’s having a bad day then the atmosphere 

can get really tense. He just tells you to do tasks without explaining the underlying 

reason for it. It’s just like do this do that.’ 

         (Apprentice, Alex) 

Another example showing this discrepancy in perception was head chef at Spuntino 

focusing on the little things. The head chef stressed that trying to create a cosy and 

warm environment for the apprentices is one of the most important aspects when 

running a kitchen: 

‘I really enjoy being among my staff. I truly believe that I succeed in creating a good 

environment for the apprentices. I always try to make each working day special by 

paying attention to the little things. For instance I make sure that there is ice cream in 
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the freezer as well as making sure the staff food is excellent. I’m convinced that they 

really appreciate those aspects of work’. 

       (Head chef Spuntino, Andreas) 

Andreas’ attention to the little things may be important to set a good example. 

Nevertheless, the apprentices seem to ascribe more importance to the head chef as 

being passionate about creating spectacular dishes, being visible and always one-step 

ahead. ‘Andreas is often loose and that’s fine, but I really have a problem with him 

losing the passion because it kind of reflects on the discipline in the kitchen. I’ve 

become more careless to details. It wasn’t always like that’. 

Generally, the idea of the leader of the charge is someone that everyone looks up to. 

Leading from the front is very much about leading by example, however in this 

example this image is slightly distorted. This has to be seen in the light of, that 

leader’s actions generate a sense of social reality for those whom they lead (Spicer & 

Alvesson et al., 2011:131). Therefore, the way head chefs interact with their staff 

have great significance on how they are perceived and whether or not their actions are 

interpreted as leadership.       

The Ass-Kicker 
Now and then commanders use more harsh ways to motivate their subordinates. 

Commanders’ use of force is not simply subordinating other people and insuring their 

rule over them. Rather, force simply becomes a way for the commander to get things 

done in the quickest and most efficient way (Spicer & Alvesson et al., 2011:120). The 

Ass-Kicker gives rise to a sense of fear in those who follow and was curiously enough 

identified on several occasions in the context of the two kitchens. In many ways, the 

Ass-Kicker is the stereo type image of head chefs leading kitchens. This is apparent in 

the many biographies of great chefs (e.g. Ramsay 1998, Bourdain, 2000, Pierre-White 

2006, Redzépi, 2009) insisting on the very notion of discipline and the need for 

kitchens to be assertive, boisterous and aggressive environments, in order to make 

things happen.  

Spicer and Alvesson (2011) talk of masculine management typically coming in the 

form of so-called alpha-male behaviour. They argue that this type of management 

involves acting out a highly competitive and aggressive style of leadership. In the 
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same way, head chef of restaurant Numéro 64 told us the importance of being able to 

infuse a sense of fear. He told us the story of how he suddenly was given the 

command of a kitchen and needed to, quickly, instil a sense of respect. At some point 

in his culinary career, Magnus worked in a London restaurant under a total psycho 

and alcoholic, nevertheless he was a brilliant, sous-chef. One day the sous-chef 

completely lost it and attacked the restaurant manager, whom he could not stand. He 

knocked him out and it took about ten men to restrain the much agitated sous-chef 

finally kicking him out of the restaurant. The sous-chef obviously was fired and 

Magnus took over his position as sous-chef at the age of only 19, ‘It was really scary 

because suddenly I had to lead a bunch of hard core Englishmen. The only thing they 

understood was shouting, screaming and an abusive tone. Surprisingly you quickly 

learn how to be tough, but at the same time, it was merely a role. Nevertheless, it was 

valuable experience, because when the shit hits the fan and the situation requires for 

a tough leader, I can easily step into that role’.  

Magnus’ notion of the Ass-Kicker in a kitchen context was also shared in the minds 

of the apprentices. The Ass-Kicker was mostly recognized as being sought after 

during service hours were the context demands discipline and strong organization, 

but, also in terms that are more general: 

 ‘The head chef needs to be a hard-ass to lead the kitchen. In the kitchen, there has to 

be hierarchy, order and above all respect. The consequence of these this not being in 

place is that the kitchen falls apart, hence, training chefs without discipline’. 

(Apprentice, Maria)           

At restaurant Spuntino, Robert expressed his frustration, lacking the role captured by 

the Ass-Kicker. Kitchen life was getting to him because of the poor relationship 

between the kitchen staff and front staff, as well as that some of the apprentices did 

not respect the chefs properly, ‘This is never an issue when Andreas is here. When 

he’s actually in the kitchen the waiters man up and no one ever dares to question 

orders. I really prefer it when things are like that.’ 

A somewhat similar example was expressed by one of the apprentices at restaurant 

Numéro 64 also recognizing the importance of an autocratic leader:  
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‘He’s mostly calm when pointing out that I have made a mistake, but he’s got that 

certain look in his eyes telling me that I really need to get my shit together. You 

always work really hard when he’s around and I guess that makes me a better chef.’ 

(Apprentice, Peter)  

Leadership literature (e.g. Bass, 1990, Yukl, 1999) generally identifies autocratic 

leadership as not paying attention to the socio-emotional aspects of groups such as 

sustaining group cohesion and promoting the group as a strong social entity. While 

autocratic leadership does have some potential pitfalls, we observed that leaders can 

learn to use elements of this style wisely. In situations that are particularly stressful, 

such as running service, apprentices may actually prefer an autocratic style. It allows 

apprentices to focus on performing specific tasks without worrying about making 

complex decisions.  

While autocratic leadership can be beneficial at times, there are also many instances 

where this leadership style can be problematic. Head chefs abusing an autocratic 

leadership style are often viewed as bossy, controlling and dictatorial, which can lead 

to bitterness among the apprentices: 

‘Most of my superiors yell at times, especially Magnus. He seems like a very sweet 

guy, which he of course is, but he sure blows up as well.  It can get really ugly 

sometimes and you really feel like crying. I guess we’ve all experienced that at some 

point’.  

        (Apprentice, Mette) 

‘The yelling affects me in a pretty negative way. If someone is going on at me then I 

become stubborn. I get really angry and then everything becomes a mess. A good 

head chef knows how to give instructions in a calm but certain manner’.  

        (Apprentice, Peter) 

The illustrations of the commander generally show that leading from the front 

involves a perfect opportunity to show that someone can actually do the task, thereby 

garnering respect from the environment in which they operate (Alvesson & Spicer 

2011:125). However, it also shows that it is difficult to master at all times. Leading 

from the front requires much from leaders and sometimes respect can be lost when 
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leadership actions become inconsistent. In other words, when actions do not live up to 

the notion of leading from the front, apprentices will disregard these actions as being 

leadership. The head chef as commander, infusing fear, was in the context of the two 

kitchens not seen as abusive as in many top Michelin starred restaurants. I many 

ways, the apprentices understood the importance of not questioning the authority of 

the head chef, especially during service. Therefore, many of the apprentices stressed 

the importance of not becoming too friendly with their superior. However, they 

expressed that this type of leader was only accepted as long as the leader never got 

personal in his disciplinary actions.  
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Chapter VI 
Conclusion and Implications 

Leadership is indeed a complex matter, which hardly ever deals with quantifiable 

absolutes. Unlike science, countless of human variables interact making it impossible 

to predict cause-effect relationships accurately. Therefore, leadership means 

understanding the subtle nuances of human interactions in a certain context. In this 

way, we have unfolded the assumption that leadership is indeed ambiguous, filled 

with paradoxes and incoherencies. The roles of leader, followers and context 

demonstrate this particular assumption, providing a more holistic approach when 

studying leadership.  

A contradiction encountered in our study is that the apprentices do not always 

perceive head chefs claiming to do leadership as leadership. This particular notion 

demonstrates that leadership is constructed through social interaction. However, it is 

apparent that the apprentices in different settings construct actions as leadership when 

head chefs in reality are acting as role models traced out by the three dominant root 

metaphors: head chef as parent, teacher and commander. We have argued that these 

metaphors can act as models for thinking, when faced with the ambiguity associated 

with leadership. Hence, these metaphors help make sense of the messiness of kitchen 

life.  

Without a doubt, the messiness of kitchen life requires the apprentices to mirror their 

own actions against those superior in experience, knowledge and skills. In order to get 

by, the apprentices must learn subtle values and norms consequently looking at the 

head chef, trying to uncover the ‘secrets’ of the trade. Everything said, everything 

done and every feeling expressed is observed by the apprentices and has an effect on 

how they will develop as training chefs. Hence, leaders in the kitchen setup hold a 

responsibility to model desired behaviour, not only promoting the organization, but 

also for the benefit of the followers. However, this is certainly a complex task to 

master because of the unique context of the kitchen, affecting how leadership is 

constructed. 
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The kitchen setup is truly a unique workplace. Prep and service hours are undeniably 

like two different worlds and the change in settings can be ambiguous making it 

difficult to adjust. In no other business does this abrupt change in dynamics exist on 

an everyday basis. In many ways, this is a good example of why the apprentices crave 

for leadership because they are uncertain and anxious. Our study shows that what they 

look for is the image of the parent, teacher and commander who can fix things, but in 

fact, no one really can. This creates a well-known paradox in the apprenticeship setup. 

Essentially, it is the human condition of being an apprentice to be uncertain at all 

times, thus needing a ‘fix’ for the uncertainty. However, the only cure is more 

experience and to become more qualified before the uncertainty will disappear.  

Encountering the double-edged nature of apprenticeship in kitchens makes it apparent 

that head chefs cannot completely cure the condition of being an apprentice. In many 

situations, the head chef could step in and relieve the apprentices but it would 

undermine the whole purpose of apprenticeship, which is really to learn skills and be 

independent. In other words, there is a demand for a certain type of leadership that 

cannot be handed down.  On one hand, the apprentices want somebody to take off the 

responsibility, but on the other hand that is exactly the kind of experience they need in 

order to become professional chefs. Therefore, leadership in gourmet restaurant 

kitchens is about knowing when to take on a leadership role, and when to be neutral 

and take a back seat. The three metaphors presented, help to understand how to 

balance the need for participation with the need to keep things running efficiently. In 

other words, head chefs cannot forever be putting out fires, doing everything by 

themselves, because besides doing the apprentices the disservice of dependency it 

could create the problem of the apprentices not being able to execute tasks on their 

own. This is indeed problematic and reveals the challenge of driving business, while 

simultaneously teaching people in the process. 

This particular challenge is essential in understanding leadership in the master-

apprentice relationship in the setting of a gourmet kitchen. This setting is unlike a 

corporate setting where the dynamics, in general, are different. Employees are trained 

in order to solve tasks but it is not as prominent as in kitchen-apprenticeship. 

Employees in a corporate setting differ in the way that they are supposed to be almost 

fully functional holding an educational background. There is an element of teaching 

in the corporate setting but it is not as pronounced as in the kitchen setup. The 
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problem in kitchen-apprenticeship is that there is no tradition or infrastructure for 

generally teaching people the ‘secrets’ or the ‘art’ (Asnæs, Bolvig, Ingemann, 

Johansen, Roesgaard). On the contrary, art teachers are for instance only responsible 

for teaching students certain skills, but not simultaneously driving an art gallery in the 

process. However, the particular challenge of driving a business as well as teaching 

people creates yet another paradox. Even though head chefs may be knowingly aware 

of the needs desired by the apprentices, they will never be able to completely satisfy 

them, because of the influential factors of the business. Nevertheless, we argue that 

head chefs can still soften the rough edges of the experience of apprenticeship. This is 

done when they comply with the idealistic picture of the parent, teacher and 

commander. In the meantime, it is important to note that head chefs do not develop 

the apprentices, they develop themselves. However, by providing the right conditions, 

head chefs can make the experience less ambiguous and frustrating.  

The metaphor of head chef as parent gives great insight to the matter since the led are 

apprentices in the process of becoming adults. Dynamics between children and 

parents explain many of the dynamics between head chefs and apprentices. Similar 

metaphors could have been used to capture the main idea of the softer values 

identified. Certainly, metaphors like the farmer or gardener (see Spicer & Alvesson et 

al., 2011) enclose some of the same aspects as facilitating growth, nurturing, cutting 

or pruning. However, the parent metaphor captures certain aspects that the other 

metaphors do not, like e.g. comforting, building character, upbringing etc. In the 

corporate world most employees are fully-fledged professionals wanting equality, 

empowerment and to be able to structure their own schedules. This calls for more of a 

facilitating and caretaking role from superiors. In the corporate setting the other 

metaphors would probably be more suitable. In spite of being used in the corporate 

setting (see Popper, 2003), the parent metaphor falls short as employees are not in 

need of parenting in the same way as apprentices making it more convincing in the 

kitchen setup.  

Similarly, the head chef as teacher is a compelling metaphor in the master-apprentice 

setup capturing the nuances in the relationship. Other metaphors could have been 

applied, such as e.g. coach of a sporting team or trainer but they fall short when 

dealing with the craftsmanship aspect of handing down skills and knowledge. 

Coaches of sporting teams or trainers are not required to have superior technical 
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skills. If this was the case they would probably still be playing instead of drawing up 

game plans. However, as before mentioned, head chefs need to have superior skills in 

order to be perceived as role models.  

In the same way, the metaphor of head chef as commander gives us a vast 

understanding of the dynamics, because it points to the hierarchy and rank system that 

exists in the kitchen. Other metaphors also explain certain aspects of the kitchen 

dynamics such as the metaphor of captaincy in sporting teams. To some extent this 

metaphor captures much of what goes on in kitchens, especially when it comes to 

acting as a role model for your team and ensuring teamwork. However, in regards to 

how you communicate, captaincy in professional sporting teams falls short. The use 

of a harsh tone in kitchens resembles more that of the military than that of a 

professional sporting team, making the metaphor undeniably more insightful in the 

kitchen setup.     
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Chapter VII 
Limitations and further research 

The research findings contribute to the understanding of what is an under-researched 

area. The findings and insights are significant because they highlight some of the 

ways in which leadership is constructed. However, we are not ethnographers, hence 

did we never seek to make our case a full-bodied tale of the area of study. We never 

assumed that we would fully understand or get to experience everything that went on 

in both kitchens, but only to catch a snapshot of the current situation. As a 

consequence, we are aware that the generalization from our case study is limited. In 

this way, the scope of our study presents its own limitations: restaurant Spuntino and 

Numéro 64 would benefit from research over a longer period of time to see how the 

dynamics influencing leadership change. It would be especially beneficial to explore 

the role of the regular chefs, in the composition of the dynamics playing out in 

gourmet restaurant kitchens as head chefs are not always present.  

Overall, more in depth studies of the gourmet restaurant kitchens as a whole could 

present a more detailed analysis of the dynamics influencing leadership.  Exploring 

the different cultural dynamics and highlight some of the ways in which identity is 

constructed and maintained would be beneficial for a broader understanding. 

Leadership is indeed to understand and work with the cultural dynamics inherent in 

job roles because they force questions such as why do some teams work better than 

others? Why do some individual’s ‘fit’ and not others? How does an understanding of 

culture help to address issues in regard to leadership? Further research should build on 

these findings to address such questions. In addition, widening the focus of this 

research to encompass issues of gender and ethnicity would add much to the 

understanding of the role of culture in the construction of leadership. Accordingly, 

further study of the cultural dynamics, have the potential to enrich our knowledge of 

the ambiguity of leadership in situated practice.    
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